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 ABSTRACT 
CO2-WAG technique is one of the EOR process appraised for Brazilian Pre-salt 
reservoirs. There are many reservoir development challenges due to the heterogeneity of 
carbonates and complexity of the process (such as compositional simulator, numerous 
decision variables, among others). Schiozer et al. (2015) proposed a twelve-steps 
methodology that addresses the relevant aspects of field development and management 
covering reservoir characterization, uncertainty quantification, representative models (RM) 
selection, production strategy definition and risk curve. This methodology contemplates the 
production strategy selection for each RM. Thus, it is important to have an efficient 
deterministic optimization procedure. Therefore, the objective of this work is to achieve a 
deterministic optimization procedure to CO2-WAG development scheme. The optimization 
procedure is based on the proposed methodology of Gaspar et al. (2014). Decision variables 
are adapted according to the development scheme and maximization of the net present value 
(NPV) is the objective function. A black-oil model is used as a surrogate of the compositional 
model in part of the process to speed it up. Adaptive behavior assessment and valuation of the 
optimization process is developed through a cross-simulation stage (Lamas, 2014). The 
methodology is tested in a benchmark case with typical characteristics to offshore pre-salt, 
challenging recovery efficiency reservoir, highly heterogeneous, intermediate water-wet 
carbonate reservoir and fractured system with considerable CO2 content. In this model, two 
miscible CO2-WAG cases are evaluated; the first involves the employment of CO2 field 
production and the second considers additional external CO2 sources. Both WAG cases get a 
total and continuous CO2 injection by alternating the cycles of WAG injectors. The response 
of each WAG case is compared to the water flooding scheme. The attained procedure for 
CO2-WAG contemplates the decision variables involved in the selection of production 
strategy and the comprehension of WAG performance. Computational time gain to WAG 
strategy definition was achieved thank the use of a black-oil model as a surrogate of the 
compositional model. Five common WAG controllers were identified for the optimization 
process; from those, two were employed as operational WAG variables (slug size and 
injection rate). The response of these variables shows that smaller half-cycle slug sizes and 
higher gas injection rates accelerated the production; however, inadequate values for these, 
 
 
 results in a poor scheme response, even lower than water flooding. Finally, in both WAG 
cases, the CO2 content is harnessed through reinjection. The results showed a respectively 
NPV gain of 63 and 183 million USD compared to the water flooding scheme (both cases 
consider the additional investment for WAG implementation). 
Key Word: CO2-WAG; Assisted optimization; Heterogeneous carbonates. 
  
 
 
 RESUMO 
A técnica CO2-WAG é um dos processos EOR avaliados para os reservatórios 
brasileiros do Pré-sal. Há muitos desafios de desenvolvimento do reservatório devido às 
características de heterogeneidade dos carbonatos e à complexidade do processo (como 
simulador composicional, numerosas variáveis de decisão, entre outros). Schiozer et al. 
(2015) propuseram uma metodologia de doze etapas que abordasse os aspectos relevantes do 
desenvolvimento e gerenciamento de campo, cobrindo a caracterização do reservatório, 
quantificação de incerteza, seleção de modelos representativos (RM), definição da estratégia 
de produção e curva de risco. Esta metodologia contempla a seleção da estratégia de produção 
para cada RM, portanto, é importante ter um procedimento de otimização determinística 
eficiente. De tal modo, o objetivo deste trabalho é alcançar um procedimento de otimização 
determinística para um esquema de desenvolvimento empregando a técnica de CO2-WAG. O 
procedimento de otimização baseia-se na metodologia proposta por Gaspar et al. (2014). As 
variáveis de decisão são adaptadas de acordo com o esquema de desenvolvimento e a 
maximização do valor presente líquido (NPV) é a função objetivo. O modelo black-oil é 
usado como modelo substituto do composicional em parte do processo para acelerá-lo. A 
avaliação do comportamento adaptativo e a avaliação do processo de otimização foram 
desenvolvidas através da etapa de simulações cruzadas (Lamas, 2014). A metodologia é 
testada em um caso de referência com características típicas ao pré-sal, reservatório de 
eficiência de recuperação desafiante, altamente heterogêneo, reservatório de carbonato de 
molhabilidade intermediária, sistema fraturado e com conteúdo considerável de CO2. Neste 
modelo, são avaliados dois casos miscíveis de CO2-WAG de injeção de CO2; O primeiro 
envolve o emprego da produção do campo de CO2 e o segundo considera fontes adicionais 
externas de CO2. Os dois casos WAG conseguem uma injeção total e contínua de CO2 
alternando os ciclos dos injetores WAG. A resposta de cada caso WAG é comparada ao 
esquema de injeção de água. O procedimento alcançado para o esquema de CO2-WAG 
contempla as variáveis de decisão envolvidas na seleção da estratégia de produção e a 
compreensão do desempenho WAG. O ganho de tempo computacional para a definição da 
estratégia WAG foi alcançado graças ao uso de um modelo black-oil como um modelo 
substituto do composicional. Cinco controladores comuns de WAG foram identificados para o 
 
 
 processo de otimização; daqueles, dois são empregados como variáveis WAG operacionais 
(tamanho do banco e vazão de injeção). A resposta dessas variáveis mostra que tamanhos de 
bancos menores e maiores vazões de injeção de gás antecipam a produção; no entanto, valores 
inadequados para estes, resulta em uma resposta pobre do esquema, e em alguns casos mesmo 
menor do que a injeção de água. Finalmente, em ambos os casos de WAG, o conteúdo de CO2 
é aproveitado através da reinjeção. Os resultados mostram um ganho em termos de VPL de 63 
e 183 milhões de dólares em comparação com o esquema de inundação de água (ambos os 
casos consideram o investimento adicional para a implementação do WAG). 
Palavras-Chave: CO2-WAG; Optimização assistida; Carbonatos heterogêneos. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Reservoir management, as defined by Asadollahi (2012), it is the employment of 
available resources to maximize profits from a reservoir by optimizing the final recovery 
while reducing the capital investments and the expenses. Numerical simulation and 
optimization process have been successful tools to assist reservoir management. The first, it is 
recognized as the most accurate tool in predicting the hydrocarbon reservoir performance 
under various production development scenarios and operation conditions; since it has the 
ability to merge, the physics involved, mathematics, reservoir engineering and computer 
programming. (Abou-Kassem, 2006). The second one, it is the process focused on 
determining the optimal combination of values for the involved parameters, to achieve the 
best performance for the system model (Birta L., 1984). Consequently, a combination of both 
may assist in field development plans under the reservoir management objective. 
The presence of heterogeneities adds challenges to reservoir studies due to the complex 
fluid movement that this entails; this directly influences the reservoir performance, the sweep 
efficiency, ultimate oil recovery and consequently the incomes. In this context, it is important 
to consider that carbonates generally form highly heterogeneous reservoirs (Ahr W.M., 2008). 
Carbonates reservoirs present heterogeneities in all scales, this means, wide variability in 
reservoir thickness, facies continuity, facies geometry, and reservoir properties. Special 
attention should be focused on carbonates porosity, same that can exist in form of micro-
porosity, intergranular, vuggy, fracture, or a combination of all four (Moore, 1996). 
Carbonates porosity is highly affected by the inherent biological activity dependence of 
carbonates; it is vulnerable to the fast and extensive digenetic changes (Weber, K. J., 1986). 
As a result, carbonates porosity widely varies from fairly uniform to extremely 
heterogeneous, and sometimes it is inconsistent with permeability. 
Equally important to mention, it is that carbonates are brittle rocks, so commonly 
reported as naturally fractured reservoirs (NFR). A wide range of examples exist, such as the 
Tengiz field located in western Kazakhstan, the Ghawar field in Saudi Arabia, the Mara-La 
Paz fields located in Venezuela or the recently discovered fields in Brazilian pre-salt basins. 
Notable differences in flow mechanism, production behavior, reservoir characterization and 
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reservoir modeling exist between conventional and NFR reservoirs. A proper treatment in 
each case allows a more accurate reservoir performance forecast. Although, higher computing 
times are involved to NFR simulation since its characterization usually corresponds to two 
types of porous media (matrix and fracture). 
As cited previously, significant oil discoveries in Brazilian offshore pre-salt basins were 
made in the last decade. As a result, Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) for offshore fields has 
obtained notable attention in recent years, due to the potential of recoverable oil involved. It is 
important to realize that injectant availability, related costs of transportation, the installation 
and dimensions of processing facilities and the disposal of produced fluids normally limit 
EOR offshore techniques. Health Safety and Environmental (HSE) issues for gas disposal 
may also become a critical constraint. Another key point is that miscible processes have been 
reported as the preferred offshore EOR technique, this fact strongly influenced by injectant 
supply, which is a critical variable when evaluating EOR implementation (Kang et al., 2016). 
Frequently, the produced gases comprise a CO2 rich mixture, which is used in EOR 
techniques. 
Among miscible processes, Water Alternating Gas (WAG) can be employed as an EOR 
technique. Its principal advantage resides in the combination of two fluids intending to 
enhance both macroscopic and microscopic sweep efficiency. Therefore, it is generally 
expected that WAG flooding yields higher ultimate recovery than water flooding or 
continuous miscible CO2 flooding. In miscible WAG drive, the CO2 is preferred over other 
miscible agents, due to its lower critical temperature (304 K), and its higher volumetric sweep 
efficiency, since the viscosity of CO2 is almost three times higher than other gases, (Lake, 
1989). 
Concerning to the suitable EOR choice, it is worthy to point out that typical Brazilian 
pre-salt reservoirs are categorized as fractured reservoir type III, according to the category 
classification presented by Allan (2003). The final recovery of these types of reservoirs is 
highly influenced by the inherent properties of rock and fluids, especially matrix-
permeability, oil density, wettability, and fractures intensity (Allan, 2003). These facts 
highlight the importance to select a suitable EOR technique for optimum field exploitation. 
Such a scenario highlights the relevance to study offshore development strategies.  
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Furthermore, pre-salt reservoirs present light oil, high solution gas-oil ratio (GOR) and 
significant CO2 content in the reservoir composition, so WAG presents prime conditions to be 
implemented as the development strategy for these fields, here lies the importance to study its 
implementation. In this work, the benchmark case, UNISIM-II-D-beta, with close trends to 
Brazilian pre-salt characteristics is employed to study CO2-WAG alternatives. 
1.1. Motivation 
As presented in the work of Schiozer et al. (2015), there is an interaction between the 
production strategy and the risk quantification in the decision analysis process for 
development and management of petroleum fields. Thereby, it is important to select a 
production strategy by using an optimization procedure that considers several steps, including 
uncertainty quantification. 
The methodology presented by Schiozer et al. (2015) requires the selection of 
representative models (RM) and the optimization of each RM to account the effect of 
uncertainties. When this methodology is used, it is important to apply an efficient 
deterministic optimization procedure for each RM. 
The selection of production strategies for WAG processes is complex and time 
consuming due to the compositional simulation requirement and the larger number of 
variables involved in the process. Therefore, it is important to define an adequate 
methodology for the optimization of the WAG scheme, which must contemplate the 
complexity of group behavior of the decision variables involved in the exploitation strategy 
definition and the comprehension of physical performance of the WAG technique. 
1.2. Objectives 
The objective of this work is to propose a deterministic optimization procedure for CO2-
WAG strategy definition. To test the methodology, the benchmark UNISIM-II-D-beta is 
employed and two miscible CO2-WAG cases are studied. The first involves the employment 
of production from a CO2 rich reservoir as the gas source; the second considers additional 
external CO2 sources to assess the option of injecting the CO2 produced in nearby fields. 
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1.3. Organization of the Dissertation/Text Description 
This dissertation is organized into six chapters. Chapter I makes a brief introduction of 
the topic, presents the motivation and establishes the objectives of this research. 
Chapter II presents a literature review of recovery efficiency, factors that influence 
recovery efficiency, solvent processes in EOR, WAG recovery, CO2 flooding, naturally 
fractured reservoirs, recovery mechanisms in naturally fractured reservoirs, assisted 
optimization methodology and economic considerations.  
Chapter III describes the methodology applied in this work. It discusses the steps to be 
followed for the development and analyses the results of the present study. 
Chapter IV presents the application of the methodology employed in the benchmark 
case of study. For this purpose, two CO2-WAG flooding schemes are analyzed, the first using 
the field produced CO2 and the second considering the use of additional external sources of 
CO2. Both cases are evaluated over an optimized water flooding scheme. 
Chapter V presents a summary of the results. A comparison between water flooding and 
both CO2-WAG flooding alternatives are presented. Additionally, some recommendations for 
future investigation are presented. 
Chapter VI presents the principal conclusions of this work. 
Appendix A presents the well architecture test; Appendix B presents the compositional 
model response; Appendix C presents the compositional water flooding optimization process 
and Appendix D presents the comparison of the optimized schemes. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter presents the concepts concerning recovery efficiency, solvent process, 
water alternating gas (WAG), recovery mechanisms for naturally fractured reservoirs, basic of 
economic aspects, assisted optimization relative strategies comparison and decision analysis 
methodology. The information is complemented by presenting references on WAG studies 
and coupled CO2 EOR-storage. 
2.1. Recovery Efficiency 
As defined by Craig (1971), the recovery efficiency (E) is the recovered oil in place 
expressed in fraction. The equation presented by Craft, et al. (1991) corresponds to the 
product of volumetric efficiency (EV) and displacement efficiency (ED). This expression is 
presented in Equation 2.1. 
The first term in Equation 2.1 is EV, which was defined by Craig (1971) as three-
dimensional (3D) sweep efficiency. The presented equation by Craig (1971) corresponded to 
the product of areal (EA) and vertical (EI) sweep efficiency as presented in Equation 2.2. 
Wherein, EA is the area swept divided by total area and EI is the fraction of vertical reservoir 
swept region. EI is also known as invasion sweep efficiency (Lake, 2008). 
In the Equation 2.1, the second term is ED, which is the microscopic efficiency and it 
regards to oil displacement at pore scale. The ED measures the efficiency of the displacing-
fluid to displace the contacted residual oil (Craft, et al., 1991). Equation 2.3 (Lake, 1989) 
could illustrate the ED equation regarding a constant density for the oil  
𝐄 = 𝐄𝐕𝐄𝐃 (2.1) 
 
𝐄𝐕 = 𝐄𝐀𝐄𝐈 (2.2) 
 
𝐄𝐃 = 𝐀𝐦𝐨𝐮𝐧𝐭 𝐨𝐟 𝐨𝐢𝐥 𝐝𝐢𝐬𝐩𝐥𝐚𝐜𝐞𝐝𝐀𝐦𝐨𝐮𝐧𝐭 𝐨𝐟 𝐎𝐢𝐥 𝐂𝐨𝐧𝐭𝐚𝐜𝐭𝐞𝐝 𝐛𝐲 𝐝𝐢𝐬𝐩𝐥𝐚𝐜𝐢𝐧𝐠 − 𝐟𝐥𝐮𝐢𝐝 (2.3) 
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2.2. Factors Influencing the Recovery Efficiency 
Craft, et al. (1991) presented the factors affecting the macroscopic and microscopic 
displacement efficiency; these are presented in Table 1 and developed in the subsequent 
paragraphs. 
Table 2.1. Factors affecting the displacement efficiency. 
Macroscopic Displacement 
Efficiency (EV) 
Microscopic Displacement 
Efficiency (ED) 
• Mobility Ratio • Interfacial tension 
• Heterogeneities and anisotropy • Relative permeability behavior  
• Injectors and producers 
arrangement • Capillary pressure 
• Type of rock matrix • Wettability 
2.2.1. Mobility Ratio (M) 
The mobility measures relative velocities at the porous medium. The fluid velocity 
caused by the gradient-pressure relative to the ability of fluid to movement, thus the 
combination of the rock and fluid properties. The apparent mobility (λ) of a fluid is defined as 
the ratio between the fluid effective permeability and the viscosity of the same fluid. Then, the 
mobility ratio (M) compares the apparent mobility of the displacing (D) and displaced phases 
in the porous medium at separated and different points in the reservoir, Craig (1971). 
The mobility ratio equation presented by Craig (1971) is exposed in Equation 2.4. As 
exhibited by Craig (1971), in Equation 2.4, in terms of water flooding, for apparent oil 
mobility calculation the oil relative permeability is measured at the immovable water 
saturation (Swc, critical or irreducible water saturation). Correspondingly, for water 
(displacing fluid) apparent mobility calculation, the water relative permeability is measured at 
the residual oil saturation (Sor). 
𝐌 = 𝐤𝐫𝐃
𝛍𝑫
𝛍𝐨
𝐤𝐫𝐨
 (2. 4) 
where: 
𝐃 : Displacing fluid 
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𝐤𝐫𝐃 : Relative permeability of displacing fluid at the residual oil saturation (Sor) 
µ𝐷  Displacing fluid viscosity 
𝒌𝒓𝒐 : Relative permeability of the oil at the immovable water saturation (Swc) 
µo  Oil viscosity  
Conventionally, mobility ratios greater than one represent unfavorable sweeping; 
meanwhile, values lower than one represent favorable sweeping. Unfavorable mobility ratios 
(M>1) cause unstable viscous fingering, consequently the macroscopic sweep efficiency is 
reduced, (Craft et al., 1991; Donaldson et al., 1989). 
2.2.2. Heterogeneities, Anisotropy and the Arrangement of Wells 
The macroscopic displacement efficiency is significantly affected by heterogeneities 
and anisotropy. Large variations in reservoir properties (vertical and horizontal) result in a 
non-uniform flow through the porous medium, reducing in this way the sweep efficiency. 
When fractures are present in the reservoir, because of the high permeability of these 
considerable amounts of hydrocarbon could be potentially bypassed, (Craft et al., 1991). Then 
a combination of fractures, anisotropy, and heterogeneity could result in a bad combination 
for the ultimate oil recovery.  
The type of flow geometry in the reservoir affects the areal sweep efficiency. 
Consequently, knowledge of any directional permeability, the geology of the reservoir, 
reservoir areal extent and heterogeneities can aid in the wells arrangement definition, (Craft et 
al., 1971). 
2.2.3. Interfacial Tension 
The interfacial tension (IFT) is defined as the force (vector) acting perpendicularly in a 
length. It represents the work to create an area (surface energy) at the interface of two 
elements (Rosa et al., 2011; Glover 2014). The area at the interface can be between fluid-fluid 
(interfacial tensions) and between rock-fluid (surface tensions). The IFT can also be a 
measurement of miscibility or immiscibility between fluids, thus one way to improve the 
sweep efficiency is by reducing the IFT of the reservoir fluid (Craft et al., 1991; Lake L. W., 
1989). 
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2.2.4. Capillary Pressure 
The reservoirs pores could be considered as a set of capillary tubes (Rosa et al, 2011), 
hence the importance of capillary pressure. The capillary pressure is defined as the pressure 
difference between two immiscible phases (wetting and non-wetting) forming an interface 
(surface energy) in a small capillary (Lake L. W., 1989). The non-wetting phase will always 
exhibit the greater pressure (Lake L. W., 1989; Craft et al., 1991). As exhibited by Rosa et al. 
(2011), the Young–Laplace equation (Equation 2.5) states that capillary pressure is directly 
proportional to both the interfacial tension and the wetting angle (contact angle) and inversely 
proportional to the effective radius of the interface. 
𝐩𝐜 = 𝟐𝛄𝐜𝐨𝐬𝛉𝐫  (2.5) 
where: 
𝛄 : Interfacial tension (IFT) 
𝛉 : Contact or wetting angle 
𝐫 : Effective radius of the interface 
According to the analysis presented by Craft et al. (1991), the capillary pressure 
equation (equation above) shows that in a porous medium, the Pc has a dependency on the 
pore size distribution in the rock, the fluids saturation in the pores and the chemical 
composition of both rock and fluids. It was also highlighted, that although not visible in the 
capillary pressure equation, the saturation history influences the Pc, yielding the hysteresis 
phenomenon; therefore relative permeability and capillary pressure have concordance 
between each other. In hysteresis two different behaviors are appreciated for both capillary 
pressure and relative permeability; one behavior in drainage process, where the non-wetting 
phase dislocates the wetting phase; and the other behavior in imbibition process, where the 
wetting phase dislocates the non-wetting phase (Craft et al.,1991). 
2.2.5. Wettability 
Speight (2016) defines the wettability as the preference of solids to choice the 
adherence of one fluid or another (solid-fluid interaction). It was claimed, that wettability has 
direct dependence of chemical composition of both the rock and the fluids, for this reason 
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surfaces can be classified as oil-wet, water-wet, or intermediate-wet (Craft, et al., 1991; 
Speight, 2016; Chilingarian et al., 1992). On the distribution of phases at microscopic scale, 
wettability plays a dominant effect and can cause drastic changes in the displacement 
mechanisms (Raza et al., 1968; Donaldson et al., 1989). 
Wettability for carbonate rocks seems to be mainly from intermediate-wet or neutral-
wet (contact angle from 80o to 120o) to oil-wet (contact angle larger than 120o) (Treiber et al., 
1972). Nevertheless, carbonates can also present heterogeneous wettability, which is usually 
termed as mixed wettability, meaning that smaller pores are mainly trapping water (water-
wet), but larger pores and throats present portions of surface more oil-wet and others portions 
more water-wet (Muggeridge, et al., 2013.) 
2.2.6. The Capillary Number 
At pore-scale, the capillary number (Ca) measures capillary effects on a displacement, 
so Ca has a strong relationship with microscopic sweep efficiency. The capillary number can 
be defined as the ratio of forces, the viscous force and interfacial tension force; therefore, it is 
a dimensionless value. Equation 2.6 presents the Ca equation exhibited by Craft, et al. (1991). 
Observing the values of Ca, it can be interpreted that trapping due to capillary effects is likely 
to occur when Ca is lower that 10E−5. Therefore, the way to avoid capillary trapping due to 
capillary effects is by increasing the Ca. The ways to increase the Ca is by reducing the IFT 
forces between both the displaced and displacing fluid or by increasing the viscous forces 
(Craft, et al., 1991). 
𝐂𝐚 = 𝐯𝛍𝛄  (2. 6) 
where: 
𝛄 : Interfacial tension between both displacing and displaced phases 
𝛍 : Displacing fluid viscosity 
𝐯 : Interstitial velocity 
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2.2.7. Relative Permeability 
The relative permeability term is used when more than one phase is present and flowing 
in the porous medium; when this happens, the saturation of each phase impacts on the 
permeability of the others phases, (Craft, et al.,1991). The relative permeability can be 
defined as the ratio of effective permeability to absolute permeability (Dake, 1978). The 
permeability (absolute) is a rock characteristic and it controls the mobility of a single phase 
when this is moving through the pore space (Buckley et al., 1942; Donaldson et al., 1989). 
When more than one phase is flowing, the effective permeability to a specific phase is called 
effective permeability.  
On the efficiency of the displacement, the relative permeability of the flowing phases 
play an important effect and can cause drastic changes in the displacement. The relative 
permeability curves for the displacing and displaced phases depend on pore size, wettability 
behavior of the rock and saturation history, (Donaldson et al., 1989; Craft, et al.,1991). Two 
behaviors for relative permeability curves can be observed during the flow of fluids one in 
imbibition process and other for drainage process. 
2.3. Solvent Process in EOR 
To enhance the microscopic displacement efficiency and/or the macroscopic sweep 
efficiency is the purpose of all enhanced oil recovery (EOR) techniques. Primary 
classification for EOR techniques considers thermal processes, chemical processes, and 
miscible process. This last is also named solvent flooding, miscible-gas flooding or simply 
gas flooding (Ramirez 1987; Lake, 1989, 2008; Donaldson, 1989; Alvarado, 2010). 
In solvent-flooding processes, the primary recovery function is by the interchanging 
intermediate components between the injectant and the reservoir oil. The secondary but not 
less important recovery mechanisms are solution gas drive, viscosity reduction and oil 
swelling (Lake, 1989). The usually employed injectants are enriched gas (hydrocarbon 
miscible), dry gas, CO2, N2, flue gas (88% N2, 12% CO2), or combinations of these (Lake, 
2008). Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) has a first contact miscibility; nevertheless, nowadays 
this is a marketable product of high market demand, so its use in EOR techniques is restricted 
(Alagorni, Yaacob, & Nour, 2015; Dake, 1978). 
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In EOR, ternary diagrams are two-dimensional (2D) graphs, this are useful to 
composition information representation. They can simultaneously represent overall 
compositions of the mixture and relative amounts of the phases at a fixed temperature and 
pressure. In other words, on the ternary diagram is possible to follow the formation and 
disappearance of phases. Figure 2.1 presents a simplified adapted scheme of a ternary 
diagram. 
 
Figure 2.1 Two-phase ternary equilibria scheme. Adapated from Lake 1989 
where: 
• The legs of the equilateral triangle represent the binary dilution path of the 
components located in the vertices (Lake, 1989). 
• Tie lines graphically represent the equilibrium relations. The intersections of tie lines 
with binodal curves represent the phase compositions (Lake, 1989). 
• Plait point represents the critical composition of the ternary mixture at temperature 
and pressure conditions of the diagram. At plait point all phase compositions are equal 
(Lake, 1989). 
• Binodal curve encloses the two-phase region; outside this region, all components are 
in a single phase (Lake, 1989). 
2.3.1. Miscibility 
Miscibility is defined when two components are mixed in all proportions without an 
interface forming between them, thus a zero IFT between oil and solvent, Lake (1989). It was 
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employed the term solvent flooding due to most practical miscible-agents develop only partial 
miscibility toward the oil (Green & Willhite, 1998). It may be noted, that many solvents will 
become miscible with oil under suitable conditions of temperature, pressure and right 
compositions of solvent and reservoir fluid (Donaldson, Chilingarian, & Yen, 1989). 
The miscibility can be reached by first contact or it can be developed through multiple 
contacts. In the first or single contact miscibility (SCM) (Thomas, 2008) a range of solvent is 
miscible with oil at the first contact for specific conditions of pressure and temperature. In the 
tertiary diagrams this means that, the dilution path does not need to pass through the two-
phase region (inside bimodal curve). In multiple-contact or dynamically miscible (MCM) 
process the dilution path moves through the bimodal curve to get miscibility (Lake L. W., 
1989). 
In Figure 2.2 points J1, J2 and J3 represent the solvent positions and a straight line 
represents the dilution path. In the MCM process, the miscibility is achieved once the dilution 
path between the solvent and reservoir fluid lies in the single-phase region. The dilution path 
moves (more than once) inside the binodal curve (two-phase region) toward the plait point 
until the dilution path crossed to the single-phase region, hence the name of multiple contacts, 
(Lake L. W., 1989). The critical tie line is the tie line at the plait point, lines I1-J2; I2-J1 in 
Figure 2.2, then, in order to reach the single region (miscibility) is necessary to cross the 
critical tie line, (Lake L. W., 1989). 
The displacement to get the miscibility can be either vaporizing (line I2-J1 in Figure 2.2) 
or condensing gas drive (line I1-J2 in Figure 2.2), notice that these processes correspond to 
reverse lines in Figure 2.2. When the lighter oil components (intermediates) vaporize and are 
transferred to solvent gaseous phase, the process is called vaporizing gas drive or oil 
stripping. Meanwhile, when intermediates from the enriched solvent condense into the 
reservoir oil, the process is called condensing gas drive process, rich gas drive process or oil 
swelling. When the dilution path cannot cross the critical tie line and stays on the two-phase 
region, it is referred as an immiscible displacement. Figure 2.2 presents a schematic resume of 
each type of process. As pressures develop a principal role in miscibility, it becomes a 
parameter of control in the screening and management of solvent EOR schemes (Green & 
Willhite, 1998; Jarrell, Fox, Stein, & Webb, 2002). 
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Figure 2.2. Miscibility process summary. Adapted from Lake 1989. 
2.3.2. Minimum Miscible Pressure (MMP) 
The minimum miscible pressure (MMP) corresponds to the minimum or lowest pressure 
necessary for the displacement to develop miscibility at reservoir temperature (Jarrell, Fox, 
Stein, & Webb , 2002). In other words, the MMP pressure ensures that the critical tie line will 
be passed (Lake L. W., 1989; Green & Willhite, 1998). It is important to emphasize that the 
MMP is considerably less than that required for complete or first-contact miscibility and 
displacement above this pressure tend from developed to first contact miscibility (Lake L. W., 
1989). 
There are three main methods for MMP estimation. The first through laboratory 
methods as the slim tube displacement test (STD), rising bubble test or contact experiments; 
the second, phase behavior calculations based on an EOS and vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) 
studies (Maklavani, Vatani, Moradi, & Tangsirifard, 2010). The last through empirical 
correlations based on experimental data (Stalkup, Jr., 1983; Danesh, 1998). The most 
common method to obtain the MMP is by the STD, where the displacement design is 
essentially 1D and 100% volumetric sweep by the solvent front; however, it is a time 
consuming and costly method (Maklavani, Vatani, Moradi, & Tangsirifard, 2010). 
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Independently of the method, the temperature, pressure, solvent purity and molecular 
weight of the heavy fraction of the reservoir composition determine the MMP value. 
Generally, the MMP increases with temperature and heavy fraction molecular weight. The 
hydrocarbons type in the crude, for example aromatic or paraffinic, influences the MMP. 
Temperature and solvent density also affect the MMP but in a lesser degree (Jarrell, Fox, 
Stein, & Webb , 2002). 
2.4. Water Alternating Gas (WAG) 
Water alternating gas (WAG) is an Enhanced Oil Recovery technique (EOR), a 
variation of the solvent flooding in the EOR classification (Lake L. W., 1989; Thomas, 2008; 
Alvarado & Manrique, 2010). WAG consists in alternating water and gas injection, improving 
in this way, both macroscopic and microscopic sweep efficiency and as well diminishing the 
solvent requirements (Jarrell, Fox, Stein, & Webb , 2002). WAG combines a better mobility 
control with water injection and a better sweep efficiency by contacting upswept zones with 
gas injection (Christensen, Stenbey, & Skauge, 1998). The patent of this technique belongs to 
Parrish David R (1966). 
WAG process can be mainly grouped as miscible and immiscible displacements. 
Miscible projects maintain the reservoir pressure above or near to the MMP. When the 
pressure maintenance close to the MMP pressure is not possible, the process is immiscible 
(Christensen, Stenbey, & Skauge, 2001). Additional categories based on the operational 
method of injection are constant WAG, simultaneous WAG injection (SWAG) and hybrid 
WAG injection. The first category, the constant WAG, corresponds to constant injection 
volume of water and gas, in other words, a constant WAG ratio. The second category, the 
SWAG process, the gas and water are simultaneously injected. The third category, the hybrid 
WAG injection, is usually known as a tapered water alternating gas injection (TWAG), it 
corresponds to an initial large slug of gas injected, in the sequence, smaller slugs of water and 
gas are injected (Christensen et al.1998; Skauge et al.,2007 and Al-Mamari et al., 2007; 
Merchant, 2015; Thomas, 2008). At later stages of WAG injection, the WAG ratio could be 
increased to control the gas breakthrough and/or gas channeling (Christensen et al., 2001; 
Shahverdi, 2012). 
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Figure 2.3. WAG scheme. Adapted from Merchant (2015). 
2.4.1. Common Operational WAG Controllers 
This sector intends to summarize the definitions and relations concerning the 
operational WAG parameters. In this work, they were identified as slug size, slug time, WAG 
ratio, ultimate CO2 volume, and injection rates; each definition is presented in the subsequent 
items. 
2.4.1.1. Slug Size  
WAG consists in the alternating injection of gas and water; a complete cycle of 
injection is completed once both fluids have been injected. Correspondingly, a half-cycle is 
defined as the injected volume either CO2 or water before changing to the alternate fluid 
(Jarrell et al., 2002); hereafter each half-cycle volume will be referred as CO2 slug size and 
water slug size. The slug size of CO2 and water is defined in terms of hydrocarbon pore 
volume (HCPV) (Jarrell et al., 2002); typical sizes for gas slugs vary from 0.1% HCPV to 6% 
HCPV, although most tend to be in a range of 1% HCPV to 3% HCPV (Jarrell et al., 2002; 
Ettehadtavakkol, 2013; Temizel, et al., 2014). In the case of water slug sizes, it typically 
varies in a range from 0.1% HCPV to 15 % HCPV, if it is expressed in terms of WAG ratio in 
the range from 1 to 5 (Jarrell et al., 2002). It is important to notice that, slug volumes strongly 
depend on the wettability of the reservoir rock and gas availability; thus, for example, in an 
oil-wet reservoir the slug size for gas preferentially would be larger than the water slug 
(Jackson et al., 1985; John et al., 2000). 
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The volumes of each slug (water and CO2) affect the performance of WAG injection. 
High volumes can yield water-blocking or early gas breakthrough (BT). On the other hand, 
small volumes would minimize viscous fingering (Ettehadtavakkol, 2013) and beneficially 
affect the revenues (Attanucci et al. 1993), but values lower than the optimum cause unstable 
displacement front (Bedrikovetsky et al., 1996). It is important to notice that smaller slugs 
sizes increase the switching frequency between CO2 and water, which increases the operating 
costs (Jarrell et al., 2002). Thereby, a proper value for this operational controller must 
contemplate economic attractiveness and sweep efficiency. 
2.4.1.2.Slug Time 
The slug time is related to the time required to inject each slug. This controller present 
dependency to slug size but also to reservoir quality, thus for the same slug size, in a high 
permeability reservoir, it would be required a short time of injection, meanwhile in a low 
permeability reservoir, longer time of injection. High slug time will be restricted to related 
costs or operative limitations. Thus, the optimum value for the slug time is affected by 
permeability, heterogeneity, slug size of water or CO2, injection rates and processing 
capacities (Ettehadtavakkol, 2014; Temizel, et al., 2014). 
2.4.1.3.WAG Ratio  
The WAG ratio can be defined as the ratio between the injected water slug and the 
injected gas slug; both volumes expressed at reservoir conditions and corresponding to a 
single cycle. The typical reported values for this operational control vary from zero to five 
(Jarrell et al., 2002; Merchant 2010 and Ettehadtavakkol, 2013). This WAG operational 
controller has been identified as an important but sensitive parameter. The objective to 
optimize it is to find the optimal gas and water consumption in a WAG process (Jarrell et al., 
2002; Zahoor, 2011 and Han, 2014). The optimized value of this parameter depends on the 
geometry of the injection pattern, well configuration, reservoir heterogeneity, wettability of 
the reservoir rock, gas supply, patterns flood sequence, processing capacities and mainly 
determined by the economics (Lim et al, 1992, Zahoor, 2011 and Ettehadtavakkol, 2014). 
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2.4.1.4.Total CO2 Volume 
The total CO2 volume is the cumulative volume of CO2 injected into the reservoir 
during the project life. It is expressed at reservoir conditions and usually, it is measured and 
reported as a fraction of the hydrocarbon pore volume, HCPV, (Jarrell et al., 2002). The 
ultimate CO2 volume determines the ultimate recovery (Merchant, 2015; Lim et al., 1996; 
Kim et al. 2015); however, values larger than the optimum have no impact on the final 
recovery (Kim et al., 2015; Hadlow, 1992). This operational controller principally depends on 
the WAG ratio, oil price, CO2 price, related costs of gas processing and the reservoir storage 
capacity (Ettehadtavakkol, 2013). 
2.4.1.5.Injection Rates  
The rates must be set according to the pressure and rate targets for production and 
injection. However, limitations of reservoir fracture pressure, equipment limitations and stable 
displacement must be subject to consideration (Merchant, 2010). Increasing injection rates 
accelerate oil production; however, this could yield early breakthrough of the phases. In the 
case of gas could also provoke segregation of phases, especially in dipping reservoirs with 
high vertical permeability (Surguchev et al., 1992). The main considerations must include, 
processing costs, system capacity and supply, so the optimum value must consider stable 
production-injection and economic analysis (Chen et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2015). 
2.5. Carbon Dioxide Injection 
Carbon dioxide (CO2) and hydrocarbon have been reported as the most employed gases 
in WAG floods, almost 90% (Christensen et al., 2001). Carbon dioxide is frequently chosen 
over other options due to its intrinsic characteristics and convenient values of MMP. The 
MMP for CO2 is lower than for other solvents (Thomas, 2008; Lake L. W., 1989); however, it 
must be considered that CO2 purity impacts on the MMP value (Lake L. W., 1989). The 
Carbon dioxide (CO2) has a molecular weight (Mw) of 44.01 lbs/lb-mol, a critical temperature 
of 304 K (87.8°F) and a critical pressure of 75.34 Kg-f/cm2 (1071.6 psi) (Lake L. W., 1989). 
Together with this, pressure and temperature ranges of most reservoirs are superior to critical 
CO2 conditions, so injection will be usually favorable to CO2 be in supercritical fluid 
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conditions, in other words, the CO2 will expand as a gas but with a density like liquid 
(Moortgat et al., 2013). 
The densities of the CO2 and a typical light oil are much closer each other, thus, during 
the flooding CO2 is less susceptible to gravity segregation (Lake, 1989 and Jadhwar, P. 2010). 
Fluids with a greater difference in density with reservoir fluids, such as N2, will be more 
prone to evolve gravity segregation and density fingering. Frequently, CO2 tends to segregate 
more from water than from oil, so in a CO2 flooding when water saturation is high, gravity 
segregation is more likely to occur (Lake L. W., 1989). 
 
Figure 2.4. CO2 density variation with temperature and pressure (From Bachu, 2003). 
In terms of voidage replacement, the difference in molar volumes between CO2 and air 
(78% Nitrogen) gives an idea that Nitrogen (N2) injection is volumetrically more efficient 
(Lake L. W., 1989). However, in terms of mobility ratio, the CO2 viscosity is generally two or 
three times higher compared to N2, methane, flue gas, or other gases, hence volumetric sweep 
efficiency will generally be better for CO2 (Lake L. W., 1989). Injectivity for CO2 is not 
considered a critical issue, since CO2 viscosity is still low compared to water viscosity or a 
liquid hydrocarbon (Lake L. W., 1989). 
It is important to keep in mind that employment of CO2 in the WAG technique will be 
linked to operational problems like corrosion for both injection and production facilities, the 
second one prone to occur after the gas breakthrough. Other typical operational issues are the 
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solid formation of asphaltene and/or hydrate, early gas breakthrough, loss of injectivity for 
aqueous phase, and environmental problems (Jarrell et al., 2002; Christensen, et al., 2001). On 
the other hand, dispose of produced gases may be a benefit when employing a WAG process; 
its advantages as an injection fluid can be exploited and at the same time avoid its emission or 
storage issues. This last of significant concern for offshore environments, where it is faced 
physical limitations in gas storage, gas handling, and export capacities (Christensen et al., 
2001; Kang et al., 2016). 
2.6. Coupled CO2 EOR-Storage 
Shaw et al. (2002) proposed a screening evaluation for CO2 EOR and CO2 storage 
application. In this preliminary technical evaluation, the assessment parameters were the 
reservoir temperature and pressure, minimum miscibility pressure, oil gravity and remaining 
oil saturation. The claimed optimum values were API gravity of 37, reservoir temperature of 
71oC, reservoir pressure greater than 10.3Mpa (105 kg/cm2) and remaining oil saturation of 
60%. It is important to notice that was not covered an economic analysis. 
Gozalpour et al. (2005) presented a general review for the potential application for CO2 
EOR and CO2 storage, and then presented a field screening criteria and economic analysis 
based on gas utilization. According to the review, the entire reported EOR-storage project 
corresponded to onshore fields of low cost CO2 source, whether natural or anthropogenic. The 
reservoir screening criteria was based on weighting factors for general reservoir and oil 
properties. The employed parameters were the API gravity, remaining oil saturation, MMP, 
temperature, net oil thickness, permeability and reservoir dip, wherein the three first 
represented the 60% of weighting. The values claimed as optimum corresponded to 37 of API 
gravity, remaining oil saturation of 60%, and a pressure higher in 14 kg/cm2 than MMP. The 
identified technical challenges were early CO2 breakthrough due to heterogeneities, gravity 
segregation due to high vertical permeability and for offshore operations, the large well 
spacing, infrastructure, and the extra CAPEX and OPEX. The reported economic returns in 
terms of gas utilization (CO2/STB) were from 6E3 to 8E3 scf/STB (1E3 to 1.4E3 m³/m³). 
Ettehadtavakkol et al. (2013, 2014) proposed a workflow to design and optimize storage 
and EOR for CO2 based on the economic categorization of the candidates. The application of 
the methodology was done in simulation models representing mature fields, so the well 
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configuration was not changed. The major suggested parameters to optimize were the ultimate 
CO2 volume, CO2 slug size, WAG ratio, injection rate of CO2, quality of the CO2 and facility 
investment. The performance metrics employed were production efficiency, storage efficiency 
or CO2 utilization and CO2 recycle ratio. The CO2 utilization corresponds to the relation of 
CO2 stored volume and the incremental produced oil. The CO2 recycle ratio corresponds to de 
ratio of the CO2 production rate referred to the fresh CO2 injection; the term fresh refers to 
new or additional CO2 required and not to the recycled one. 
2.7. Naturally Fractured Reservoirs (NFR) 
Nelson (2001) and Allan et al. (2003) presented an expansion to the previous 
classification presented by Hubbert and Willis (1955) for naturally fractured reservoirs. It was 
recognized two porous medium, matrix and fractures, with different storage and conductivity 
fluid characteristics. Thus, the classification is based on the contribution of each network. It 
was identified four groups denoted as Type I, II, III and IV. 
• Type I, the matrix porosity and permeability are low. The fractures provides storage 
and flow capacity.  
• Type II, the matrix porosity and permeability are low. Some storage capacity is 
provided by the matrix. The flow capacity is provided by fractures. 
• Type III, the matrix porosity is high but the matrix permeability is low (microporous). 
The matrix provides the storage capacity and fractures provide the flow capacity. 
• Type IV, the matrix provides both storage capacity and flow capacity, while fractures 
only increase permeability. The matrix porosity and permeability are high 
(macroporous). 
The most important carbonates producers as Gawahar, Saudi Arabia; Kirkuk, Iraq; 
Cottonwood Creek, Wyoming are fractured reservoirs classified as Type III. Most of the 
reservoirs classified into the Type III category have a tendency to present fractures around 
faults and areas of maximum curvature. These types of reservoirs in general do not connect to 
underlying or down dip aquifers (Kuich, 1989). 
Recovery factor for fractured reservoirs classified as Type III is strongly influenced by 
the wettability of the reservoir rock, net to gross ratio (NTG), API gravity, mobility ratio, 
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critical water saturation and intensity of fractures (Allan et al., 2003). Excessive production 
rates easily damage this type of reservoirs, so the selection of a suitable EOR technique is 
critical for optimum exploitation and consequently optimum ultimate recovery (Allan et al., 
2003). In the application of EOR techniques, the wettability of the reservoir rock plays a 
significant role. Allan et al. (2003) analyzed 20 Type III oil reservoirs with reliable and 
available data. They observed that water-wet reservoirs presented an average of ultimate 
recovery factor higher than 25%, while oil-wet reservoirs presented an average of ultimate 
recovery factor lower than 25%. 
2.7.1. Recovery mechanism in Fractured Reservoirs 
In conventional reservoirs, viscous, capillary and gravitational forces control the fluid 
flow through the porous medium (low velocities). In NFR, the fractures represent a highly 
conductive medium. Thus, there is a large transmissibility contrast between matrix and 
fractures, which significantly influences the flow. The preferential flow occurs in the fracture 
network implying that the oil is not displaced from the matrix, producing a low contribution 
of the viscous forces. This fact also constrains the build-up of large differential pressures in 
the reservoir (Fernø, 2012). 
For fractured reservoirs, the principal recovery mechanism during a water flooding is 
the spontaneous imbibition (Fernø, 2012). In a water-wet reservoir rock, water from the 
fracture naturally goes into the matrix, displacing the oil in the opposite direction (Figure 2.5). 
This displacement continues until the capillary equilibrium (Pc=0) is achieved. Therefore, the 
capillary pressure differences between matrix and fractures conditions the spontaneous 
imbibition (Firoozabadi, 2000). The potential for spontaneous imbibition is reduced by lower 
capillary pressure differences. Consequently, in less water-wet, neutral-wet and/or oil-wet 
systems the capillary forces are unfavorable for spontaneous water imbibition (Yanfidra, 
1998). The shape and the set of positive values of the imbibition capillary pressure curve 
govern the total of imbibed water into the matrix (Fernø, A., 2012). It is important to highlight 
that the capillary curve shape depends on the wettability of the reservoir rock, composition of 
the fluids and the pore size distribution (Craft et al., 1991; Danesh, 1998). 
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Figure 2.5. Imbibition mechanisms in the NFR. From Yanfidra, 1998. 
During gas flooding, the recovery process for fractured reservoirs is most often 
compositional (Lemonnier et al., 2010). In order to achieve miscibility, it must be present 
adequate reservoir pressure and temperature conditions and suitable conditions of 
composition for reservoir fluid and solvent. In a fractured reservoir to achieve miscibility, it is 
necessary to drive the injected gas into the matrix. This can be accomplished by taking 
advantage of gravity forces, molecular diffusion and thermodynamic transfers between 
solvent and reservoir fluids (dispersion), Figure 2.6. 
As the fractures represent a highly conductive medium, the dispersion is essentially 
dominant in the fractures, whereas as the phase velocities are slower in the matrix medium, 
the diffusion is essentially dominant in the matrix. Thus, the recovery factor is highly linked 
to the nature of the flooding, miscible or immiscible (Lemonnier et al., 2010). 
 
Figure 2.6. Gas drives mechanism in fractured reservoirs. From Lemonnier et al., 2010. 
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2.8. Economic Concepts for Oil Development Projects  
The Net Present Value (NPV) is a profitability measurement of a project (investment). 
Usually, it is employed to make an economic comparison among projects alternatives and 
thus to ease the decision-making process. Ravagnani (2008) presented the NPV equation as 
the summation of present values of all investments, cash inflows (benefits) and cash outflows 
(costs), corrected by the discount rate. The NPV equation exhibited by Ravagnani (2008) is 
presented in Equation 2.7. As also, presented by the same author, it is exhibited Figure 2.7, 
which depict a typical cash flow for an oil development project. For an oil development 
project, have been presented as the main components of a basic cash flow (CF): the incomes 
of produced hydrocarbons, the associated cost of injection volumes, the operating costs 
(OPEX), the investments (CAPEX), the depreciation and the taxes. Equation 2.8 exhibits a net 
cash flow equation based on Brazilian R&T fiscal regime, presented by Gaspar et al. (2014). 
 
Figure 2.7 Typical cash flow of an E&P Project (Adapted from Ravagnani, 2008). 
 
𝑵𝑷𝑽 = � 𝑪𝑭(𝒋)(𝟏 + 𝒓)𝒕𝒋𝑵𝒕
𝒋=𝟏
 (2.7) 
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where: 
𝐍𝐏𝐕 : Net Present Value 
𝒋 : Period of time  𝑪𝑭(𝒋) : Liquid cash flow at period j 
𝑵𝒕 : Total number of periods 
𝒓 : Discount rate or hurdle rate 
𝒕𝒋 : Time for the j period related to the reference date 
 
𝑵𝑪𝑭 = [(𝑹 − 𝑹𝒐𝒚 − 𝑺𝑻 − 𝑶𝑪) ∗ (𝟏 − 𝑻)] − 𝑰 − 𝑨𝑪 (2.8) 
where: 
𝐍𝐏𝐂 : Net cash flow 
𝑹 : Gross revenues  
𝑹𝒐𝒚 : Royalties 
𝑺𝑻 : Social Taxes 
𝑪𝑶 : Operational production costs 
𝑻 : Corporate tax rate 
𝑰 : Investments on equipment and facilities 
𝑨𝑪 : Abandonment cost 
2.9. Assisted Optimization Methodology 
Gaspar et al (2014) proposed an assisted optimization methodology for water flooding, 
which combined mathematical methods and reservoir engineering evaluation to optimize a 
development production strategy. The methodology considered that the project vector was 
composed by project (G1) and control variables (G2). The G1 variables were related to 
project infrastructure, meanwhile the G2 variables were related to the future control of 
equipment. These variables were optimized in a sequential and isolated process considering 
the maximization of NPV as the objective function. The author remarked that the sequential 
and isolated optimization process required the combination and organization of variables 
presented in the methodology to not affect the ultimate results and interfere in the production 
strategy selection. The proposed methodology started with an initial guess for the project 
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variables. In sequence, these variables were optimized, to continue with optimization for the 
operational variables and to conclude with the evaluation of results and the assessment to 
reinitialize the process. The flow chart of the methodology is presented in Figure 2.8. 
The G1 variables estimation begun with the number of wells, due to the subsequent 
variables depends on it. This initial estimative was based on the expected values for recovery 
factor and well cumulative oil volume; the combination of these assumed values gave a gross 
approximation for the producer number; in the case of injectors wells, these were added 
correspondingly to producers wells. Later, the well location estimation was based on quality 
maps and initial fluid saturation. Finally, platform flow rate limits estimation was established 
in the employment of lower investment to maximize the NPV. 
2.9.1. Optimization of Project Variables (G1) 
The first G1 variable to optimize was the number of wells, for which it was employed 
wells indicators; two possible indicators were proposed by authors, (1) Well Economic 
Indicator (WEI) and (2) Well Performance Indicator (WPI), both could be calculated for 
injectors and for producer. These indicators are well cumulative discounted cash flow, the 
first regardless the investments and the second equally distributes the field expenses for each 
well. The indicators were used to remove from the strategy those wells presenting the lowest 
values until a drop in NPV, in this step all wells were opened simultaneously to allow the 
same condition of comparison. The second use for these indicators was to estimate a 
preliminary wells’ opening schedule, thus it was used a decreasing order of Well Economic 
Indicator (PWEI) for activation of producers, later injectors were opened according to its 
contribution with the producer-wells. 
 
Figure 2.8 Water flooding optimization methodology - flow chart (Gaspar et al. 2014). 
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Equation 2.9 presents the Producer Well Economic Indicator (PWEI), after Ravagnani 
et al., 2011. 
𝐏𝐖𝐄𝐈 = �𝑹𝑶𝒕𝒊 + 𝑹𝑮𝒕𝒊 − 𝑪𝑶𝒕𝒊 − 𝑪𝑮𝒕𝒊 − 𝑪𝑾𝒕𝒊 − 𝑰𝒏𝒗𝒘𝒆𝒍𝒍(𝟏 + 𝒓)𝒕𝒊𝒏
𝒊=𝟎
 (2.9) 
where: 
𝑹𝑶 : Revenue from oil production(USD) 
𝑹𝑮 : Revenue from gas production (USD) 
𝑪𝑶 : Cost derived for oil production (USD) 
𝑪𝑮 : Cost derived for gas production (USD) 
𝑪𝑾 : Cost derived for water production (USD) 
𝑰𝒏𝒗𝒘𝒆𝒍𝒍 : Well investment (USD) 
𝒓 : Discount rate or hurdle rate 
𝒕𝒊 : Time for the period i related to the reference date 
The second G1 variable to optimize was the location of wells; in this stage, the blocks 
representing a well were simultaneously changed with the aid of the optimization method that 
belongs to CMG “Designed Exploration and Controlled Evolution” (DECE). The authors 
recognized well placement as a high impact decision variable on the optimization process. 
Once set the optimal location for wells, the next stage was the optimization of the limits for 
platform flow rates, by establishing different values of platform capacities. To conclude the 
optimization of project variables, the well opening schedule was changed, but fewer iterations 
were carried out due to the lower impact on NPV maximization. It is important to highlight, 
that all optimization stages employed the maximization of the NPV as the objective function; 
however, at the time to optimize the number of wells it was employed a Field Economic 
Indicator (FEI), and indicator that is used when all wells are opened at the same time. 
2.9.2. Optimization of Control Variables (G2) and Final Evaluation 
The authors identified the lower impact of control variables on the NPV maximization, 
however as they are related to the operational behavior, they could influence the project 
design decision-making. This stage involved just one variable, the shut-in time of wells, for 
what the producers’ water-cut was used. The DECE method was employed to generate the 
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iterations. The lower limit was arbitrarily established and the upper limit used the economic 
cut-off of water cut. Finally, the last reported stage corresponded to evaluation of objective 
function evolution and the assessment of physical of the more suitable alternative. 
2.10. Designed Exploration and Controlled Evolution method 
Designed Exploration and Controlled Evolution (DECE) method was developed by 
CMG® (Computer Modeling Group Ltd.). This method is an iterative optimization process 
with two principal stages; its first stage corresponds to a designed exploration, and its second 
stage corresponds to a controlled evolution. The objective of the first stage is to obtain the 
maximum information about the solution space, to accomplish this it is explored the search 
space in a designed random manner. The objective of the second stage, the controlled 
evolution, is to improve the solution to; to accomplish this it is employed statistical analyses 
with the obtained data from the first stage, this statistical analysis feeds the DECE algorithm 
to determine the influence of each variable on the objective function. The process is repeated, 
and the less influential values in the objective function are discarded, but sporadically these 
discarded values are retested in order to ensure that solution has not fallen in local maxima. 
2.11. Decision Analysis Methodology in Twelve Steps 
Schiozer et al. (2015) presented a decision analysis methodology for development and 
management of oil fields. This methodology considers reservoir simulation, risk analysis, 
techniques for uncertainty reduction, selection of representative models and definition of the 
production strategy under uncertainties. The methodology consists of 12 steps and these are 
exhibited in Figure 2.9. The methodology proposed by Schiozer et al. (2015) has been 
reported as suitable for several applications, including complex reservoirs at different 
development stages. To reduce uncertainties, the methodology allows the integration of static 
and dynamic data; to uncertainties quantification, representative models are used; to carry out 
a risk analysis, geological, technical and economic uncertainties are integrated; finally, the 
decision analysis is based on risk-return techniques. In this methodology, the production 
strategy definition is achieved through an optimization process. Then, step 6 corresponds to 
production strategy definition for a base model and step 9 corresponds to the strategy 
definition for each representative model. 
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Figure 2.9 Twelve-step methodology (Schiozer et al., 2015). 
2.12. Relative Strategies Comparison (Cross-Simulation) 
Lamas (2014) presented an application to compare two different production strategies. 
First, an individual optimization was developed for each strategy. In sequence, to adaptive 
behavior assessment and valuation of optimization, the cross optimization was carried out, so 
the project variables (G1) of each strategy were kept, and the development schemes 
interchanged, then the control variables (G2) were optimized according to the new system, to 
ensure the better performance of this new schemes. At the end, the author presented four 
optimized strategies and by comparison was determined the best strategy. The author pointed 
out that the same optimization methodology has to be used during the entire process 
independently of the methodology applied, the same for the objective function. In this work, 
the term cross-simulation was employed to refer to the use of the employed technique by 
Lamas (2014). 
2.13. WAG Studies 
Lim et al. (1992) studied the employment of horizontal injectors for CO2–WAG 
flooding. Various patterns of wells configuration (vertical/horizontal) corresponding to a five 
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spot pattern were studied. The major results showed that the combination of horizontal 
injectors and vertical producers could achieve as good results as a paired horizontal 
configuration in terms of cumulative oil. It was observed that by employing horizontal-
injectors the injectivity issue could be overridden. It was also noticed that when injection rates 
have been increased an acceleration of production and injection time reduction for each slug 
was experienced. However, it was suggested to give especial attention to well placement, in 
order to avoid channeling, which is more sensitive in heterogeneous reservoirs. According to 
the presented results, the dependence of WAG ratio to wells configuration was observed. 
Attanucci et al. (1993) presented the study case of Rangely Weber Sand Unit (RWSU) 
and field´s WAG optimization project. The optimization was based on maximization of the 
recovery and reduction of operating cost by determining optimized values for CO2 slug size, 
WAG ratio, and WAG tapering strategies. To achieve the optimization numerical simulation 
was used. The results showed that decreasing the slug sizes accelerates the production peak, 
smooth the production decline, and reduces the operating costs, therefore improving the 
economic response as much as 20% in this particular case. It also was reported that the 
smaller the slug sizes an incremental cost was experienced due to the injection of each slug 
was shorter, implying a higher injection frequency (slug time) for each slug. 
Lim et al. (1996) presented a mechanistic study of horizontal wells in the CO2 flooding. 
Field-data was employed from a carbonate reservoir to study the feasibility of horizontal-
injectors, the impact of the total CO2 volume, the skin factor and relative permeabilities. The 
simulation models had a permeability variation in terms of Dykstra-Parsons coefficient (VDP) 
around 0.8 and a relation of vertical to horizontal permeability (KV/KH) of 10 %. A five-spot 
pattern was used and a MCM WAG with a WAG ration of 1. The results showed that 
horizontal injectors presented better behavior than vertical ones as long as reservoir 
permeability presents favorable condition. The benefits of horizontal injectors was: less 
number of cycles, lower GOR, later breakthrough time, better efficiency in terms of injected 
pore volumes, higher production velocity and greater final recovery. It was claimed that 
horizontal injectors take advantage of gravity forces and as the CO2 forced to flow upward, it 
generates more mixing, consequently better sweep efficiency. As for the total CO2 volume, 
higher recovery was observed for higher total CO2 volume; as the relation of the recovery 
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factor and the total CO2 volume was not proportionally incremental, thus an economic 
evaluation was suggested. 
Bedrikovetsky et al. (1996) presented an analytical model for EOR miscible CO2-WAG, 
analyzing the displacement propagation with the phase transition fronts, the mobility ratios on 
the fronts and the dynamics of slugs. The analytical model showed an inverse proportion 
between WAG ratio and final recovery factor, thus for the higher values of WAG ratio were 
exhibited lower ultimate recovery factors. However, for larger WAG ratios the mobility ratio 
increased on the displacement front, this fact suggested that an optimum WAG ratio should be 
found. Concerning the gas and water slugs, it was claimed that they have to be reduced 
enough to provide higher displacement efficiency, but there is a minimum size to prevent an 
unstable displacement front. 
Bermudez and Russel (2003, 2007) presented a parametric study for WAG floods above 
the minimum miscible enrichment composition (MME). The primary objective was the 
understanding of the interrelation among the crucial WAG, simulation and reservoir 
parameters, as also their effect in miscible oil recovery. The main conclusions of the work 
were that fewer number of WAG cycles were necessary to achieve a maximum ultimate oil 
recovery as the gas is enriched above the MME, this by keeping a constant WAG ratio. The 
ultimate recovery increased together with the increment of the WAG ratio ratios as the water 
flooding sweep efficiency was improved. Higher ultimate recoveries were observed for WAG 
flooding compared to continuous gas flooding and waterflooding, when the injection gas was 
enriched above the MME. However, a poor behavior even lower than gas flooding or water 
flooding was observed for gases below the MME and when small WAG ratios were used in 
the WAG procedure. Regarding WAG parameters behavior, the total injected gas was 
constant (20% HCPV), the total number of cycles depended on the slug size of water and gas. 
Finally, it was highlighted that the employment of non-optimum WAG parameters could yield 
a poor recovery efficiency. 
Merchant (2010) reviewed U.S. WAG applications. He remarked the oil recovery 
dependency to the total amount of CO2 injected and the importance of CO2 injection 
acceleration without fracturing the reservoir. Common practices for WAG application were 
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reported as fixed slugs size for constant WAG and incremental WAG ratio with time by 
increasing water slug volumes for tapered WAG. 
Chen et al (2010) presented an optimization technique that integrated orthogonal array 
method and Tabu technique into a genetic algorithm. The objective was to design both 
production and injection parameters per well to optimize the performance o of a miscible 
CO2-WAG flooding. In other words, a co-optimization of rate allocation and WAG 
parameters was performed. The principles of the work suggested that to avoid an unstable 
displacement front, production and injection parameters must be assigned individually to 
wells, due to different flow-capacities, product of heterogeneities. The objective function was 
the NPV and the decision variables were injection rate per injector, producers bottom-hole 
pressure (BHP), WAG ratio and cycle time (slug time). Some criteria included maintenance of 
producers BHP above or close to MMP as miscibility assurance and total injection rate 
conditioned to voidage replacement in the order of 1 to 1.2. Even when production and 
injection rates were defined per well, the WAG ratio was calculated as the whole reservoir 
volumes injected of water and gas. The main results of the optimization showed a dependence 
of NPV improvement with the WAG scheme. In the presented results was observed that the 
production rate per well was set to the upper boundary rate, as the optimization process had 
the maximization of NPV as the objective function, it was understood that these results were 
due to the direct relation of incomes with oil rates. 
Once the optimization was achieved, a sensitivity analysis was done to examine the 
impact of each variable on the ultimate oil recovery. Sensitivity analysis was conducted one 
parameter at a time and the results exhibited, first, the injection rates dependency on CO2 slug 
size, since the time interval was fixed. Second, the gas slug sizes directly influenced oil 
recovery. Third, WAG ratio alteration changed the water slug sizes. Fourth, sweep efficiency 
was improved for larger water slugs. Finally, the importance of an appropriate rate allocation 
to more stable reservoir pressure and favorable displacement was pointed out. 
Temizel et al., (2014) studied the significance of key components in a WAG injection. 
There were recognized four variables as key components, namely, injection time for one slug, 
capillary pressure, horizontal permeability and vertical permeability. The impact of each 
parameter on the production performance variables was assessed individually. The exhibited 
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results were, first, reduction of injection time for each slug yielded higher cumulative solvent 
injection and accelerated the oil production; nevertheless, the cumulative oil was not affected. 
Second, the lack of capillary pressure deployed in a higher water production and consequently 
in a lower oil cumulative production. Third, an increment in the horizontal permeability 
resulted in a detriment of cumulative oil and higher volumes of produced water. Finally, the 
changes in vertical permeability did not show dramatic changes. Injection rates were not 
added in this study and a symmetric injection time for each slug was studied. 
Ettehadtavakkol et al. (2014) proposed a workflow to design and optimize EOR and 
storage processes, focused on the economic project perspective of U.S. operators. The 
employment of the workflow as a screening tool to rank EOR-storage candidates was 
suggested. Fixed and non-fixed storage requirements, investigating sandstones and carbonates 
behavior were studied. This research considered fields that have already reached an economic 
limit, so no changes in well-pattern design or well spacing occurred. The workflow identified 
two groups of parameters, the economic and field-scale operating. The field-scale operating 
parameters were divided into design variables and performance variables. The design 
variables were gas injection rate, total flood duration and WAG ratio; the performance meters 
were average oil production, net CO2 utilization and CO2 recycle ratio. The results in design 
showed, first, WAG ratio and the fresh CO2 slug determined the shape of CO2 utilization 
(CO2 storage) and the performance of oil production curves, so simultaneous optimization 
was recommended. It is important to highlight that the term fresh refers to new or additional 
CO2 required and not to the recycled one. The second exhibited result showed that the 
increment in WAG ratio decreased the CO2 utilization, accelerated the project deployment and 
subsequently incremented the cumulative oil production; conversely, the peak oil production 
rate decreased and the time to reach the peak was delayed. Third, carbonates presented a 
moderate response to storage-EOR CO2 process when compared to sandstones, principally 
due to heterogeneities. 
Chen et al. (2015) estimated optimal well controls to maximize NPV by the 
employment of an ensemble-based optimization (EnOp) method. The WAG ratio was 
implicitly optimized by well controls optimization of injector and producers at each cycle. 
The application was made over a synthetic channelized reservoir, where for optimal well 
controls estimation the number of WAG cycles (fixed times for each cycle) was fixed. The 
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optimal well controls estimation was made for each cycle during the life of the reservoir, so 
the WAG ratio changed at each cycle too. In order to compare the WAG performance, 
different numbers of cycles were set up; the results showed the higher the number of cycles 
(shorter slug time), the higher the NPV. 
Kim et al. (2015) presented a parametric study to investigate the impact of these on the 
ultimate oil recovery. These four parameters were the WAG ratio, the injection rate, the slug 
size of CO2 and the total CO2 volume. Each parameter was studied, one at a time, in a 1-D 
model; then based on the response of parametric analysis it was carried out the field-scale 
reservoir simulation. The outcomes showed, first, the increment of injection rate accelerated 
the oil response, as well as the CO2 breakthrough but no significant impact on the oil recovery 
was noticed; therefore, it was suggested economic assessment to injection rate selection. 
Second, lower WAG ratios resulted in a higher ultimate oil recovery, but for values lower 
than the optimum, the oil recovery began to diminish. Third, the slug size of CO2 did not 
influence significantly the ultimate oil recovery. Finally, the total CO2 volume greatly 
affected the ultimate oil recovery, though a higher value than optimum did not increase the oil 
recovery. The WAG ratio was claimed to be the most important parameters in the WAG 
process. 
Ghanbari et al. (2016) compared the performance of CO2 flooding between onshore and 
offshore environments. The considerations to obtain the comparison were, (1) the offshore 
model considered thicker thickness and larger well spacing, (2) both models used the same 
volumes of production and injection measured in terms of HCPV; (3) both scenarios 
employed the same depletion strategy; and (4) both models kept the same average pressure, 
although the pressure profiles response differed in each case. The sequences of floods 
considered an initial water flooding until reaching a water cut of 0.95, then the WAG scheme 
of a single cycle initiated. The switching flood time for WAG began once 40 % of the CO2 
slug was achieved. The results showed that during water flooding both models behaved 
similarly, but during CO2 flooding, the offshore model presented better performance, 
accomplishing a higher ultimate oil recovery and lower gross and net CO2 utilization than the 
onshore model. The higher operational pressures compensated the adverse conditions of 
permeability and reservoir temperature for offshore fields. The larger pressure variation could 
increase the CO2 density, which beneficially reduced the impact of CO2 gravity segregation 
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from oil. Together with this, higher velocities product of higher depletion and larger well 
spacing made the offshore flow less gravity dominated compared to the onshore flow. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
In this chapter, the methodology employed to define two development schemes of 
miscible CO2-WAG is described. The first scheme used only produced CO2 as reinjectant gas 
(1st case, S4.1); the second case used additional external CO2 sources (2nd case, S4.2) to assess 
the option of injecting the produced CO2 from neighbor fields. Each WAG strategy was 
compared to a water flooding scheme. 
3.1. General Methodology 
The general methodology is schematically presented in Figure 3.1, where each stage is 
highlighted by alphanumeric notation. The first stage corresponds to water flooding scheme 
definition (S1); this step employed the black-oil model of the benchmark. Then, the optimized 
water flooding scheme was replicated in the compositional model of the benchmark (S2). To 
continue, the initial WAG scheme was developed, by taking the decision variables from water 
flooding plus an initial WAG variables estimative (S3); the estimative of WAG variables was 
consistent for each CO2-WAG scheme studied. It is important to highlight that in this work 
miscible WAG strategies were studied, which is why the importance to use a compositional 
simulator. The next step corresponded to WAG scheme optimization (S4.1, S4.2). Finally, for 
adaptive behavior assessment and optimization process valuation, a cross-simulation stage 
(item 2.12; Lamas, 2014) was carried out (S5.1, S5.2). It is important to notice that for 
academic purposes, the optimization process of water flooding scheme was done also with the 
compositional model of the benchmark (S2.1); this was done to verify the congruent response 
of the models, but later steps were not subordinated to this stage. 
The term “medium confidence” refers to the use of a medium fidelity model, which is a 
model that can adequately characterize the fluid flow physics with a moderate computational 
cost. On the other hand, a high fidelity model is a model capable of a high characterization of 
fluid flow physics but entailing a high computational cost; and a low fidelity model is a model 
that still can characterize with low resolution the fluid flow physics but with a low 
computational cost. In this way, the WAG strategy definition initiated by using a black-oil 
model as a low fidelity (low confidence) model to start the optimization process. A black-oil 
model is a low confidence simulator to represent WAG schemes since in this work were 
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studied miscible WAG cases; thus a compositional simulator, for an adequate WAG 
characterization, was required. In this way, it was used a compositional model as a medium 
fidelity model (adequate resolution) in the final steps of the optimization process to WAG 
strategy definition. 
 
Figure 3.1 General methodology. 
3.2. Methodology to Select the Production Strategy 
This sector presents the detailed methodology employed in the strategy definition for 
water flooding and CO2-WAG flooding. 
3.2.1. Water Flooding Optimization Scheme (S1) 
This work follows the twelve-step methodology from Schiozer et al (2015). Wherein, 
step 6 (Figure 2.9) corresponds to selection of the production strategy for a base case by 
employing an optimization procedure, therefore this work proposes a deterministic 
optimization methodology for a CO2-WAG scheme. So too, taking into consideration that 
Step 2 selects efficient (robust and fast) models to accurately reproduce reservoir behavior for 
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each objective of the reservoir management then was employed a calibrated black-oil model 
to meet the premise of fast and accurate response (efficient) for water flooding strategy 
definition. However, a black-oil model is a low confidence (fidelity) model to represent a 
WAG scheme, so the black-oil model of the benchmark was employed as a surrogate model 
of the compositional model for the first approximation of the WAG scheme definition. 
The first step corresponds to the water flooding scheme definition (S1). The 
optimization for water flooding scheme employed the methodology proposed by Gaspar et al. 
(2014); however, some adaptations were made in the process, and those are presented in the 
subsequent paragraphs. Figure 3.2 presents the adapted flow chart for water flooding 
development strategy. 
 
Figure 3.2 Assisted optimization methodology for water flooding. Adapted flow chart 
from Gaspar et al., 2014. 
This paragraph sequentially presents the criteria for initial estimative. To estimate the 
number of wells, it was preliminarily established the number of producer wells, which was 
based on the recovery factor (RF). The RF was based on the literature review and simulation 
models with comparable characteristics to the benchmark case; thus, relevant characteristics 
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of the benchmark were considered (wettability, fractured system, carbonates and no aquifer 
incidence). To estimate the number of water injectors, voidage replacement and platform 
injection capacity (maximum technical limitation) were the criteria; it is important to remark 
that technical limitations for well operation and platform capacity were provided. Then, a 
uniform well configuration was employed for each well-type, vertical architecture for 
producers and horizontal architecture for injectors; the main criteria were the model 
characteristics analysis, volume reposition and literature review (Hamadouche et al., 2007); 
additionally, a non-extensive well architecture test was carried out which according to the 
results was considered enough (Appendix A). To continue with the next variable, the 
preliminary well placement was based on permeability and static quality maps, but also was 
considered a peripheral injection pattern, where producers received special preference to 
cover the principal flow units, meanwhile, injectors were located in the lowest and continued 
layers of the model borders; the permeability maps also was considered for injectors-
placement. The DECE method was also used to assist the optimization of this variable. 
Finally, the last G1 variable, the platform limits was subject to technical restrictions thus most 
of the iterations consisted of testing lower capacities than the maximum volumes; these 
maximum volumes were restricted to the physical constraints of the platform. .However, in 
order to evaluate the impact of this volume restriction, it was also tested larger platform 
capacities. 
Project variables optimization (G1) corresponded to the following criteria. For the 
optimization of the first G1 variable, the number of wells, similarly than in the work of Gaspar 
et al. (2014), it was employed the Field Economic Indicator (FEI) as a “false” NPV as all 
wells were opened at the same time. Then, one well was closed at a time and it was valuated 
the FEI impact, when more than a closed well raised the FEI, the succeeding steps generated 
combinations with those particular wells until FEI dropped. Before optimizing the next G1 
variable, it was necessary a preliminary estimation of well opening schedule, this was based 
on hierarchy PWEI (Equation 2.9) and producer-injector relationship, this association was 
achieved with the aid of streamlines. To optimize the second G1 variable, the well placement 
optimization, the DECE method was also employed, but the search criteria consisted of 
intensifying the exploration in higher permeability areas for producer and generating larger 
displacement exploration for injectors. It is important to notice that to assist in the optimum 
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combination finding, iterations can be added to the experiment sets generated by DECE 
method. Thus, iterations were added in the initialization-step and exploration-step of the 
DECE method; the criteria of the added iterations intended to look for the more favorable 
permeable zones for producers and in the case of injectors the criteria, it was to search for the 
lowest and continue layers, but also it was taken into consideration the permeability maps. To 
optimize the third G1 variable, the platform limit rates, the scenarios considered the ratio of 
water injected to oil produced, thus the different iterations consisted of increasing and 
decreasing this ratio, which implied that the iterations consisted of increasing and reducing 
surface capacities. Finally, to well-opening schedule optimization, the preference of activation 
was given to producers with higher PWEI and delayed as much as possible the activation of 
corresponding injectors according to the response of the NPV. 
At the time to optimize the control variables (G2), the water cut was also employed to 
determine shut-in time for each producer; the lower water-cut boundary was searched with the 
aid of DECE method but also considered the water-cut profile (water production behavior). 
Thus, producers with strong water cut increase were broadly tested to be shut down with 
lower water-cuts. The upper water-cut boundary was the operational given restriction. In the 
case of injectors, the iteration consisted to shut-in one injector per year toward the end of 
simulation time. Lastly, it was added a control variable in the methodology named rate 
allocation; this step consisted of an individual assignment of the upper rate-limit of each well 
(injectors and producers). It is important to notice that the simulator allows controlling 
production and injection rates through the productivity or injectivity index, but the intention 
of this variable was individual assignment of the upper rate limit. 
The evaluation was done at the end of each variable optimization, assessing the best-
obtained alternative to avoid physically or technically implausible solutions. Once the entire 
optimization cycle was completed, the optimization cycle was passed once again in order to 
refine the optimization; the same criteria used in the first set were employed. It is important to 
notice, that this second cycle could be avoided when there is assurance of a proper 
optimization or no opportunity for improvement on the scheme. In addition, it is also 
noteworthy that the black-oil model was fast enough again to go through the optimization 
process, thus higher numbers of simulations of shorter simulation-time were accomplished in 
the process, this fact allowed a better knowledge of the reservoir system. 
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The S2 stage of this procedure consisted of transfer the achieved water flooding strategy 
(S1) to the compositional model for benchmark. This step was done in order to compare 
WAG schemes with water flooding scheme by employing the same simulation model. 
3.2.2. CO2-WAG Flooding Optimization Scheme (S4.1, S4.2) 
Two WAG cases were evaluated, the first WAG case (S4.1) corresponded to the 
produced CO2 as the injectant gas and the second WAG case (S4.2) corresponded to 
additional external sources of CO2. The WAG strategy optimization process was adapted from 
the Assisted Optimization Methodology proposed by Gaspar et al. (2014).The adapted method 
is presented in Figure 3.3, where WAG variables were added to control variables (G2), as 
they are related to the future control of equipment. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Assisted optimization methodology for CO2 - WAG flooding. Adapted flow 
chart from Gaspar et al., 2014. 
The initial guess for WAG schemes (S3) was established by taking the accomplished 
decision variables from water flooding strategy plus an additional estimative of WAG 
variables (Figure 3.1). This initial estimative of WAG variables was based on the time of 
injection for each slug and according to the slug size of water and CO2. Once it was defined 
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the first estimative for WAG variables, the optimization process began; the optimization 
methodology and criteria for WAG scheme definition were very similar to water flooding 
methodology; however, the relevant variations are described as following. For the first G1 
variable, the number of wells optimization, it was included, in the definition of the number of 
injectors, the required WAG injectors to shape each WAG strategy (S4.1, S4.2). For the 
second G1 variable optimization, the well position, the criteria followed the same principles as 
the water flooding scheme, thus the permeability and static quality maps were the input 
information to parameterize the employed variables and the DECE methodology used to 
generate the different iterations. The third G1 variable, the platform flow rate, similar to the 
water flooding scheme, the iterations consisted of reducing and increasing the platform 
capacities subject to the technical limitations. The last G1 variable, the wells schedule 
optimization, it was prioritized as the first activated well a WAG injector; this was a 
management strategy to re-inject the produced CO2 from the beginning of the field 
production. Then the same criteria as water flooding scheme was followed, thus the activation 
of injectors was delayed as much as possible to favor the producers to be opened before, as 
much as the NPV would allow. 
The first G2 variable corresponded to WAG-variables optimization; this step optimized 
two variables, the injection rate and slug size of water and CO2. For the second G2 variable, 
wells shut-in time optimization, the gas-oil-ratio (GOR) was added, hence the water cut and 
GOR cut were the observation-variables to monitor the closure time of producers; in the case 
of injectors, these were tested to be closed one per year in the latest years of production life. 
Finally, the third G2 variable, the rate allocation, it was included the bottom-hole-pressure 
(BHP) of gas injection periods, so the iterations intended to reduce, per well, the upper 
boundaries of water injection rate, gas injection rate and oil production rate from the 
operational rates restrictions. These three variables were co-optimized according to their 
direct influence on each other. 
3.2.2.1.WAG Variables Optimization  
From the five identified WAG controllers, the injection rate and the slug size of water 
and CO2 were optimized; the other two WAG controllers, the WAG ratio and slug time were 
employed as observation variables, and the last one, the total CO2 volume was the result of 
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the two optimized variables. This combination intended to involve all operational WAG 
controllers with the less number of WAG variables. The relation of the selected WAG 
variables to optimize is exposed in Figure 3.4. Thus, the choice of injection rate and slugs size 
(water and CO2) as optimizing variables allowed the observation and analysis of the injected 
volumes in a comparable dimension. However, it is important to remark that different 
combination of operational WAG controllers to optimize could also be employed. For 
example, the WAG ratio together with one of the slugs (CO2 or water) and the injection rate 
could be optimized. The total volume of injected CO2 could be optimized by considering the 
injection rate, the WAG ratio and the slugs time. On the other hand, the cycle time or slug 
time was not selected as a principal variable to optimize since it depends not only on the slugs 
size but also on the injection rate. 
 
Figure 3.4 Relation of the employed operational WAG controllers. 
In these paragraphs, it is exposed the detailed WAG controllers optimization according 
to the particularity of each WAG case (S4.1, S4.2). For the first WAG case (S4.1), the 
employed variables were the slug sizes of CO2 and water. The WAG ratio and the slug time 
were the observations variables. In this WAG particular case the CO2 source is limited due to 
the CO2 rate and consequently the ultimate CO2 volume were subordinated to oil production, 
thus the CO2 injection rate was not included in the optimization process. Figure 3.5 
schematically presents the optimization process for operational WAG variables. Wherein, for 
different slug sizes tested, the WAG ratio was calculated, then the selection of optimum sizes 
was assessed by a cross plot between WAG ratio and NPV. The CO2 and water volumes 
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(slugs) representing a slug time (second observation variable) lower than operational time 
restrictions were excluded in the evaluation of the optimum values, because it would represent 
an unfeasible operational implementation. Equation 3.1 permitted the estimation of slug time. 
It is important to notice that the CO2 injection rate will decline along production time as oil 
production decline, so the shortest slug time was exhibited at the earlier production times. 
 
Figure 3.5 WAG variables optimization - 1st Case. 
 
𝑺𝒍𝒖𝒈 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆 = 𝑯𝑪𝑷𝑽 
𝑸𝒊𝒏𝒋𝑾𝒆𝒍𝒍 ∗ 𝑵𝒐 𝑾𝒆𝒍𝒍𝒔 = 𝑯𝑪𝑷𝑽 𝑭𝒊𝒆𝒍𝒅 𝑰𝒏𝒋𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒆 (3.1) 
For the second WAG case (S4.2), the operational WAG variables to optimize were the 
CO2 injection rate and the size of slugs (water and CO2); the observation variables were the 
WAG ratio and the slug time. Figure 3.6 schematically presents the employed methodology 
for WAG variables optimization. The selection of optimum values process was very like the 
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first case. In this case, it was employed a three dimensions chart, a bubble graph. The sizes of 
the bubbles represented the CO2 injection rate, then for the different slug of water and CO2 
tested, the WAG ratio was calculated and plotted in the abscissas of the chart, lastly the 
achieved values of NPV were projected in the ordinates of the chart. It is important to realize 
that for the different combinations of CO2 injection rates and slug sizes, the slug time was 
calculated (Equation 3.1) to exclude those values lower than switching operational time 
restriction for the WAG-variables optimized values selection. One key consideration in this 
scheme, it is the preliminary optimization of operational WAG variables, before following the 
flow chart presented in Figure 3.3. It worth to notice that the total CO2 volume (subordinated 
to WAG ratio and injection rate) influences the final recovery, so it was necessary a 
preliminary operational WAG variables to coherently set the number of well. Thereafter, it 
was followed the flow chart in Figure 3.3, where the WAG variables were tested again to 
check if new values were required after G1 variables optimization. 
  
Figure 3.6 WAG variables optimization - 2nd Case. 
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3.2.3. Relative Strategies Comparison - Cross -Simulation (S5.1, S5.2) 
The adaptive behavior assessment and optimization process valuation for each WAG 
scheme (S5.1; S5.2) was performed by cross-simulations. The best-optimized case of water 
flooding was tested for WAG flooding and vice-versa; thus, one was appraised as an 
alternative to the other to check if a maximum local was found in the optimization process, 
(Lamas, 2014). In this way, in the optimized strategy for water flooding, CO2 in WAG 
flooding mode was injected and just the G2 variables for this new production scheme were 
optimized. Correspondingly, in the optimized scheme for WAG flooding, water (water 
flooding) was injected and the G2 variables re-optimized. In each case, the G1 variables were 
kept and G2 variables were re-optimized considering the new injection fluid; the G2 variables 
optimization guaranteed the best field performance for the new fluid injected. Figure 3.7 
schematically illustrates this process. It can be observed in Figure 3.7, that four cases were 
evaluated, the blue box corresponded to the optimized water flooding scheme (S2), the yellow 
box corresponded to the CO2-WAG scheme (S4.1) and the two other schemes corresponded 
to the switched strategies with G2 variables respectively adapted (re-optimized). In each 
scheme the same optimization method, criteria and boundaries were employed. Once the four 
schemes were obtained, the comparison over NPV was done; however, it was also assessed 
the impact over the RF in each scheme. 
 
Figure 3.7 Relative strategies comparison - cross-simulation. 
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4. APPLICATION 
In this chapter the reservoir model, the process and the data to perform this work are 
presented. 
4.1. UNISIM-II-D Description 
In the subsequent paragraphs, a brief summary of the study case is exposed. For 
additional details, the work of Correia et al. (2015) can be reviewed. UNISIM-II-D is a 
synthetic carbonate reservoir of microbial origin, partially dolomitized with geologic trends 
close to Pre-salt features. It presents high vertical heterogeneity in permeability, including 
thin layers named Super-k. The benchmark is characterized as a fractured reservoir Type III, 
so it has been modeled as a dual perm model. The intensity of its fractures is higher close to 
the faults, which are sixteen in total and six are related to the reservoir boundaries. 
 The reservoir has four flow units: (1) grainstone facie, which represents good or 
favorable reservoir properties; (2) packstone facie that represents medium to good reservoir 
properties; (3) non-reservoir facies, which is formed by thin layers representing possible 
cementation in a stage of diagenesis; and (4) super-k facies that represents fractured dolomites 
with high matrix permeability and porosity. The advantageous matrix condition of super-k 
facie is related to diagenetic events and post-depositional genesis; conversely, it corresponds 
to very thin layers (2 meters in the vertical), randomly distributed and not fully connected. All 
facies are permeable but the super-k zone is the main flow unit in the field. A 3D view of the 
benchmark model is presented in Figure 4.1. 
The reservoir volume consists of 85% for grainstone and packstone facies, 5% for 
super-k facies, and 10% non-reservoir facies. The pore volume distribution is 88% percent for 
the matrix and 12% for the fractures. The original oil in place (OOIP) corresponds to 2.28 E8 
m3. Table 4.1 summarizes the volumes of the model. 
Some additional relevant data for the model are listed below:  
• Dual porosity model to represent the fractured system 
• Structural model dimension: 5000 x 5000 x 150 m 
• Grid cell size: 100 x 100 x 8 m. 
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• Number of Active Blocks: 64110 (detailed data in Table 4.2) 
• Reservoir depth varying from 4600 to 5116 m. sea level 
• Oil density: 32°API 
• Live oil viscosity: 1.14 cp at 450 kg/cm2 (6400 psi) 
• Initial Gas Oil Ratio: 275 Sm3/m3 
• Reservoir Temperature: 58,8 °C (137,84 °F) 
• Initial pressure: 450 kg/cm2 (6400 psi) at 4850 m 
• The Bubble Pressure: 392 kg/cm2 (5575 psi) 
• MMP: 309.35 kg/cm2 (4400 psi) 
• Intermediate-wet relative permeability 
• Vertical to horizontal permeability average ratio (KV/KH) is in the range of 5% 
• Lumped composition in Table 4.3 
 
Figure 4.1 Benchmark model 3D view. 
 
Table 4.1 Volumes of the model. 
Volume Matrix Fracture Total 
Block Volume (m3) 3.60 E9 4.73 E8 4.07 E9 
Pore Volume (m3) 3.73 E8 4.92 E7 4.22 E8 
Original Oil in Place-OOIP (m3) 2.28 E8 
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Table 4.2 Distribution of blocks of the model. 
Item Matrix Fracture Total 
Number of blocks 87758 7462 95220 
Active blocks 56648 7462 64110 
 
Table 4.3 Lumped composition. 
Component Molar (%) 
CO2 8.24% 
N2 to NC5 67.74% 
C6 to C15 13.65% 
C16 to C20 10.37% 
TOTAL 100.00% 
The benchmark model presents close trends to the pre-salt fields. However, it is relevant 
to point out that CO2 content in the pre-salt fields is variable and the compositions presented 
in Table 4.3 not necessarily represent an average of all pre-salt fields. 
A relevant assumption in this work is to consider that the benchmark case can 
accurately represent the involved physical phenomena. It is also important to highlight, that 
none of the achieved strategies considers the injectivity loss over the simulation time. As 
previously quoted, in this work a deterministic optimization procedure to CO2-WAG 
development scheme is proposed, Consistent with the objectives a corresponding data set has 
been provided with the following details: 
• Reservoir simulation model in IMEX-CMG and GEM-CMG format. 
• Production history of 1.5 years for a producer named “Pioneer” 
• Geological, economic and operational deterministic data 
The production history of Pioneer (producer-well) is presented in Table 4.4. In order to 
create the different production schemes the corresponding provided data is presented in the 
following order: (1) the operational deterministic data is presented in Table 4.5; (2) the times 
to economic assessment are presented in Table 4.6. (3) The economic deterministic data is 
exhibited in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8, and (4) the platform investment calculation was 
achieved by the provided adapted equation of Hayashi (2006), as presented in Equation 4.1. 
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Table 4.4 Pioneer - production history rate. 
Days Date Qo (m3/Day)   Days Date 
Qo 
(m3/Day) 
1 02/01/2009 2139.1   273 01/10/2009 2139.1 
31 01/02/2009 2139.1   304 01/11/2009 2139.1 
59 01/03/2009 2139.1   334 01/12/2009 2138.5 
90 01/04/2009 2139.1   365 01/01/2010 2137.0 
120 01/05/2009 2139.1   396 01/02/2010 2137.8 
151 01/06/2009 2139.1   424 01/03/2010 2137.8 
181 01/07/2009 2139.1   455 01/04/2010 2139.0 
212 01/08/2009 2139.1   485 01/05/2010 2139.3 
243 01/09/2009 2139.1   516 01/06/2010 2139.1 
 
𝑰𝒏𝒗𝒑𝒍𝒂𝒕 = 𝑰𝑷𝑰 + 𝟑.𝟏𝟓 ∗ 𝑪𝒑𝒍 + 𝟑.𝟏𝟓 ∗ 𝑪𝒑𝒐 + 𝟑.𝟏𝟓 ∗ 𝑪𝒑𝒘 + 𝟑.𝟏𝟓 ∗ 𝑪𝒊𝒘 + 𝟗.𝟔𝟏 ∗ 𝑪𝒑𝒈+ 𝟎.𝟏 ∗ 𝑪𝒏𝒘 (4.10) 
 
where: 
𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡  : Investment on platform x106 USD 
𝐼𝑃𝐼 : Installation platform investment x106 USD 
𝐶𝑝𝑙 : Liquid processing capacity x10
3 m3/day 
𝐶𝑝𝑜  Oil processing capacity x10
3 m3/day 
𝐶𝑝𝑤  Water processing capacity x10
3 m3/day 
𝐶𝑖𝑤  Water injection capacity x10
3 m3/day 
𝐶𝑝𝑔  Gas processing capacity x10
6 m3/day 
𝐶𝑛𝑤  Number of wells capacity dimensionless 
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Table 4.5 Operational physical constraints. 
Item Restriction Value Units 
Producers 
Maximum surface liquid produced 3000 m3/day 
Minimum bottom hole pressure 275 kgf/cm2 
Maximum water cut 95 % 
Injectors Maximum surface water injected 5000 m
3/day 
Maximum bottom hole pressure 480 kgf/cm2 
Platform 
Maximum surface liquid production 28617.7 m3/day 
Maximum surface oil production 28617.7 m3/day 
Maximum surface gas production 8000000 m3/day 
Maximum surface water production 19078.4 m3/day 
Maximum surface water injection 38157.0 m3/day 
 
Table 4.6 Times to economic assessment. 
Days Dates Events 
0 1/1/2009 Simulation initial time Production starting time 
516 6/1/2010 
End of production history 
Cash flow updating date 
Starting well drilling and completions 
Incidence of investments on drilling and 
completion 
Incidence of investments on platform/facilities 
1246 5/31/2012 
Starting production system installation 
Incidence of investments for connection will be at 
each well opening date 
Minimum well interval time for connection with 
platform: 30 days 
Simulation final time (simulation may be ended 
before but not after this time) 
10957 1/1/2039 Maximum date of field abandonment 
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Table 4.7 Detailed economic data- production costs and Fiscal Expenses. 
Production Costs Value Unit 
Oil price  314.5 USD/ m3 
Oil production cost  68.8 USD/ m3 
Water production cost  6.88 USD/ m3 
Water injection cost  6.88 USD/ m3 
Gas injection cost for external source (*) 1.77E-2 USD/ m3 
Fiscal Expenses 
Corporate tax rate 34.00 % 
Social taxes rates charged over gross revenue  9.25 % 
Royalties rate  10.00 % 
(*)Injection costs cover the delivery to the injection point at the injection pressure 
Table 4.8 Detailed economic data. 
Item Value Unit 
Fix Investment on drilling and completion of horizontal well  26.7 106 USD 
Additional investment for horizontal well based in length. 0.02 106 USD/m 
Investment on drilling and completion of vertical well  22.8 106 USD 
Investment on connection (well-platform) of horizontal well 13.33 106 USD 
Investment on connection (well-platform) of vertical well  13.33 106 USD 
Abandonment cost (percent over drilling and completion 
investment) 8.20 % 
Annual discount rate 9 % 
Installation Platform Investment (IPI) 417 106 USD 
Additional investment for WAG injectors 1.44 106 USD 
4.2. Water Flooding Optimization 
This sector presents the data for the water flooding scheme definition. For the 
preliminary definition of the number of wells, the estimated recovery factor corresponded to 
45%, this value was based in fractured carbonates literature review and simulation models 
with comparable characteristics to the benchmark. Then, an estimative of cumulative average 
production per well equivalent to 7.5E6 m3 was estimated. This set of values allowed an 
initial estimation for the strategy of 14 vertical producers and corresponding 10 horizontal 
injectors; the number of injectors was established according to the reservoir voidage 
replacement. The architecture of the wells was preliminary tested (Appendix A), the length of 
wells was in a range from 140m to 175m for vertical wells and from 400m to 800m for 
horizontal wells. The lengths of wells were not optimized but had their values assigned to the 
location of each well, the structural characteristics, respecting the technical limitations. The 
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preliminary well arrangement strategy is presented in Figure 4.2. To conclude the initial 
strategy definition, the platform limits were taken as the provided technical restriction; the 
used values are presented in Table 4.9.  
Table 4.9 Platform physical restrictions - initial estimative. 
Restriction Value Units 
Maximum surface liquid production 28617.7 m3/day 
Maximum surface oil production 28617.7 m3/day 
Maximum surface gas production 8000000 m3/day 
Maximum surface water production 19078.4 m3/day 
Maximum surface water injection 38157.0 m3/day 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Initial well arrangement. 
The optimization process began with the number of wells. For this particular step, the 
FEI (“false” NPV) was employed, since all wells were opened at the same time. Then as the 
initial strategy estimative consisted of 24 wells in total, one by one and one at a time was 
tested to be shut-in. Next, because more than one well yielded an increase in FEI 
combinations of two, three, four and five wells were generated to be removed from the 
strategy. The combinations were created with those particular wells that caused an increase in 
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FEI. The different combinations tested are presented in the Table 4.10 and the number of 
iterations is presented in Table 4.11. 
Table 4.10 G1.1 Number of wells - iterations. 
Shut-in 1 
Well 
Shut-in 2 
Wells 
Shut-in 3 
Wells 
Shut-in 4 
 Wells 
Shut-in 5  
Wells 
V6 
INJ-9 
V13 
V7 
V10 
V1 
INJ-2 
V5 
V2 
V11 
V9 
V12 
V4 
V3 
INJ-1 
V8 
INJ-10 
PIONEER 
INJ-3 
INJ-7 
INJ-6 
INJ-4 
INJ-5 
INJ-8 
V6;INJ-9 
V6;V13 
V6;V1 
INJ-9;V13 
V6;V7 
V1;V13 
V6;V10 
INJ-9;V1 
V7;V13 
INJ-9;V10 
V10;V13 
INJ-9;V7 
V10;V1 
V7;V1 
V1;V2 
V9;V1 
V7;V10 
V13;V4 
INJ-10;V13 
V2;V11 
V10;INJ-7 
INJ-6;V7 
V4;INJ-6 
V6;V13;V1 
V6;V10;V13 
V6;V13;V7 
V13;V7;V6 
V6;V13;INJ-9 
V13;V1;V10 
V6;INJ-9;V1 
V7;V13;V1 
V6;V7;V1 
V6;V1;V10 
INJ-9;V1;V13 
INJ-9;V6;V7 
INJ-9;V10;V6 
INJ-9;V13;V10 
INJ-9;V7;V13 
INJ-9;V10;V1 
INJ-9;V1;V7 
V13;V7;V10 
V6;V7;V10 
INJ-9;V7;V10 
V1;V7;V10 
V10;V2;V6 
V13;V1;INJ-5 
INJ-10;V3;V1 
V3;V7;V12 
INJ-5;V11;V11 
V12;INJ-5;V13 
INJ-6;V6;V8 
INJ-4;INJ-9;V9 
V9;INJ-8;V4 
INJ-7; INJ-1; 
INJ-9;  
INJ-3;V8;INJ-8 
V6;INJ-9;V1;V13 
V6;INJ-9;V10;V13 
V6;INJ-9;V7;V13 
V6;V1;V10;V13 
INJ-9;V1;V10;V13 
V6;V1;V7;V13 
INJ-9;V1;V7;V13 
V6;INJ-9;V1;V10 
V1;V6;INJ-9;V10 
V6;INJ-9;V1;V7 
INJ-9;V7;V10;V13 
V6;V7;V10;V13 
V6;INJ-9;V7;V10 
V1;V7;V10;V13 
INJ-9;V1;V7;V10 
V6;V1;V7;V10 
V10;INJ-1;V1;V9 
INJ-1;V3;INJ-1;V1 
V4;INJ-9;V3;INJ-2 
INJ-10;INJ-5; V5;V5 
INJ-2;INJ-2;INJ-5; 
INJ-10 
INJ-7;V7;INJ-4; INJ-
3 
INJ-9;INJ-3;INJ-8; 
INJ-6 
V6; V1;V10;V13; 
INJ-9 
V6; V1;V7;V13; INJ-
9 
V6; V7;V10;V13; 
INJ-9 
V1;V7;V10;V13; INJ-
9 
V6; V1;V7;V10; INJ-
9 
V6;V1;V7;V10;V13 
V12;V7;V2; INJ-1; 
INJ-9 
V13;INJ-1;V4; V6; 
INJ-10 
V6;INJ-5;INJ-8; V7; 
INJ-4 
The second G2 variable to optimize corresponded to well placement. For this, it was 
necessary an initial estimation for the well opening schedule, which was based in PWEI 
(Equation 2.9); the estimated well opening schedule is presented in Table 4.12. The DECE 
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method (CMG) was employed at this stage to generate the iterations to achieve an optimized 
combination for placement of the wells. 
Table 4.11 G1.1 Number of wells - total number of iterations. 
Stage Number of iterations 
Shut-in 1 Well 24 
Shut-in 2 Wells 22 
Shut-in 3 Wells 36 
Shut-in 4 Wells 25 
Shut-in 5 Wells 9 
 
Table 4.12 Initial well opening schedule. 
Well Opening Schedule 
V8 05/31/2012 
PIONERO 07/01/2012 
INJ-6 08/01/2012 
V4 09/01/2012 
V12 10/01/2012 
INJ-3 11/01/2012 
V11 12/01/2012 
INJ-1 01/01/2013 
V5 02/01/2013 
V2 03/01/2013 
INJ-7 04/01/2013 
INJ-2 05/01/2013 
V7 06/01/2013 
INJ-5 07/01/2013 
V9 08/01/2013 
V10 09/01/2013 
INJ-4 10/01/2013 
V3 11/01/2013 
INJ-10 12/01/2013 
INJ-8 01/01/2014 
For the third G1 variable, the platform limits optimization. The capability of production 
acceleration was assessed, so the experiment sets considered activation of two platforms by 
doubling the capacity of the initial platform. Other iterations also assessed the increase just in 
the injection capacity. The remaining iterations consisted in testing values lower than the 
physical constraint capacity, this meant reduction of production and injection capacities. The 
different iterations tested are presented in Table 4.13. 
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To conclude, the last G1 variable optimization corresponded to the well opening 
schedule, which prioritized the activation of the highest PWEI (Equation 2.9) for producers 
and delaying the activation of the injectors as much as possible according to the NPV 
response. The total number of iteration per each step of G1 variables optimizations is 
presented in Table 4.14 
The optimization for control variables (G2) was launched with the wells shut-in time. In 
this step, the water cut was used as an observation variable to define the time for producers be 
shut-in. The DECE optimization method was employed to look for the lower boundary of 
water cut for each producer. The upper water-cut boundary was the technical given restriction 
of 95%. From this value the lower boundary for each producer-well was searched until the 
arbitrarily selected value of 80%. However, those wells with pronounced water-cut profile 
over production time (sharp slope) were tested until a lower water-cut boundary of 40%. In 
the case of injectors, each year a well was shut down for the last 15 years of simulation time. 
The second control variable to optimize was the rate allocation, this was worked through the 
surface liquid rate (STL) for producers and surface water rate (STW) for injectors; both 
parameters were co-optimized taking into account their interdependence. Lower boundaries 
were set in 2000 m3/D for producers and 2500 m3/D for injectors; these values represented the 
70 and 80 percent of the established maximum liquid-production and water-injection rates and 
they were randomly established; values of zero were not tested since this would imply wells’ 
shut-in and this step was previously developed (G1.1-number of wells). The total number of 
iterations tested in the optimization of G2 variables is presented in Table 4.14. 
Table 4.13 Platform limit rates iterations - G1.3 (Part1). 
Injection 
Water 
m3/D 
STG 
Gas 
m3/D 
STO 
Oil 
m3/D 
STL 
Liquid 
m3/D 
STW 
Water 
m3/D 
Observations 
38157 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 19078.4 Platform physical limitations 
76314 16000000 57235.4 57235.4 38156.8 Doubling the Capacity 
38157 7619261 27256.0 27256.0 18170.0  38157 7200000 28617.7 25756.0 17171.0  38157 7200000 25756.0 25756.0 17171.0  38157 7111310 25439.0 25439.0 16959.0  34342 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 19078.4  34342 7200000 25756.0 25756.0 17171.0  
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Table 4.13 Platform limit rates iterations - G1.3 (Part 2). 
Injection 
Water 
m3/D 
STG 
Gas 
m3/D 
STO 
Oil 
m3/D 
STL 
Liquid 
m3/D 
STW 
Water 
m3/D 
Observations 
26710 6400000 28617.7 25756.0 13355.0  26710 5600000 20033.0 20033.0 18170.0  38157 7111310 28617.7 22895.0 18170.0  
40000 6400000 20033.0 22895.0 16959.0 Increase the injection capacity 
30526 6400000 27256.0 25756.0 17171.0  38157 7619261 25756.0 25756.0 15263.0  30526 7619261 20033.0 27256.0 17171.0  40000 8000000 20033.0 28617.7 16959.0  38157 6400000 22895.0 25439.0 13355.0  40000 5600000 25756.0 25439.0 15263.0  26710 7200000 22895.0 28617.7 17171.0  34342 7200000 27256.0 22895.0 19079.0  28618 7619261 27256.0 27256.0 15263.0  34342 5600000 28617.7 28617.7 19079.0  30526 8000000 25439.0 20033.0 13355.0  28618 7111310 25756.0 25439.0 16959.0  28618 7111310 22895.0 27256.0 19079.0  34342 7200000 25439.0 20033.0 18170.0  30526 8000000 25439.0 27256.0 18170.0  34342 7619261 25439.0 25439.0 16959.0  28618 6400000 20033.0 28617.7 15263.0  40000 7200000 28617.7 28617.7 19079.0  40000 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 19078.4  40000 8000000 28617.7 25756.0 17171.0  40000 7200000 28617.7 25756.0 17171.0  38157 6400000 22895.0 22895.0 15263.0  30526 6400000 22895.0 22895.0 15263.0  28618 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 19078.4  34342 7619261 25439.0 28617.7 17171.0  * Surface gas rate (STG); surface oil rate (STO); surface liquid rate (STL); surface water 
rate (STW). 
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Table 4.14 Number of iterations - G1 variables optimization. 
Step Optimization Stage 
Number 
of 
Iterations 
G1.1 Number of wells 116 
G1.2 Well placement 553 
G1.3 Platform limit rates 36 
G1.4 Well opening schedule 27 
 
Table 4.15 Number of iterations - G2 variables optimization. 
Step Optimization Stage 
Number 
of 
Iterations 
G2.1 Shut-in producers (Wcut) 175 
G2.1 Shut-in injectors 83 
G2.2 Rate allocation 189 
After the optimization process, instability in the field rates was noticed in the later time 
of the opening scheduling. That indicated the need for readjustment for the opening 
scheduling. So in order to refine the strategy the optimization process was performed one 
more time. In this process the same criteria and values previously exposed were kept. The 
accomplished iterations in this second optimization loop are presented in Table 4.16, wherein 
each stage of the optimization process is correspondingly distinguished. 
Table 4.16 Number of iterations - water flooding strategy, second loop. 
Step Optimization Stage 
Number 
of 
Iterations 
G1.2 Well placement 528 
G1.3 Platform limit rates 35 
G1.4 Well opening schedule 225 
G2.1 Shut-in producers (Wcut) 21 
G2.1 Shut-in injectors 73 
G2.2 Rate allocation 518 
4.3. CO2-WAG Flooding Optimization - 1st Case 
The first study case for the WAG scheme was called “CO2-WAG - 1st Case” and this 
study case consisted of using the produced CO2 as the source gas for the WAG scheme. The 
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initial strategy of the CO2-WAG scheme was built with the G1 and G2 variables from water 
flooding scheme plus an initial estimative of the WAG variables. In this way, the use of 
horizontal wells to CO2 injection was not considered a critical issue since the use of horizontal 
wells had been reported as a successful practice in the oil industry (Merchant, 2010). 
Additionally, the research presented by Lim et al. (1996) exhibited some of the benefits of 
horizontal wells in offshore environments. 
The WAG scheme demanded a continuous injection of CO2, this mean that all time the 
CO2 must be reinjected with no option of storage or venting. This continuous injection was 
achieved by alternating WAG injectors, so at the time that one WAG injector was injecting 
gas, another was injecting water; in this way, the CO2 was injected continuously (Figure 4.3). 
For this first WAG case, the same pair of WAG injectors switched their cycles during the 
entire simulation time. 
The initial estimative of WAG variables consisted of a symmetric slug time, this meant 
12 months for CO2 injection and 12 months for water injection; these times depicted a 0.1% 
HCPV of CO2 and 0.4% HCPV of water, therefore a WAG ratio of 4.4. According to the CO2 
production rates observed in the water flooding scheme (0.5E6 m3/D), it was noticed that one 
injector was enough to keep a total injection of CO2, which is why a pair of WAG injectors 
were chosen to alternate their WAG cycles. The alternation of cycles between both WAG 
injectors is represented in Figure 4.3. The selection of the WAG injectors to alternate cycles 
was made by testing couples of injectors from the water flooding scheme. The choice was 
based on the response of the objective function. In the WAG injectors selection stage were 
achieved 36 iterations, these are presented in Table 4.17. The economic scheme considered 
the additional investment that WAG wells implementation implied. However, it is important 
to highlight that there was no revenue from hydrocarbon gas production and no associated 
cost for recycling its own gas; this last because the cost of reinjection was already included, 
the gas is compressed to be reinjected or it is compressed to be pumped to the shore. 
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Figure 4.3 Alternating the cycles of WAG injectors. 
 
Table 4.17 Combinations for WAG injectors selection. 
Water injectors 
INJ-1, INJ-2 
INJ-1, INJ-3 
INJ-1, INJ-4 
INJ-1, INJ-5 
INJ-1, INJ-6 
INJ-1, INJ-7 
INJ-1, INJ-8 
INJ-1, INJ-10 
INJ-10, INJ-2 
INJ-10, INJ-3 
INJ-10, INJ-4 
INJ-10, INJ-5 
INJ-10, INJ-6 
INJ-10, INJ-7 
INJ-10, INJ-8 
INJ-2, INJ-3 
INJ-2, INJ-4 
INJ-2, INJ-5 
INJ-2, INJ-6 
INJ-2, INJ-7 
INJ-2, INJ-8 
INJ-3, INJ-4 
INJ-3, INJ-5 
INJ-3, INJ-6 
INJ-3, INJ-7 
INJ-3, INJ-8 
INJ-4, INJ-5 
INJ-4, INJ-6 
INJ-4, INJ-7 
INJ-4, INJ-8 
INJ-5, INJ-6 
INJ-5, INJ-7 
INJ-5, INJ-8 
INJ-6, INJ-7 
INJ-6, INJ-8 
INJ-7, INJ-8 
The optimization of WAG scheme for this study case (CO2 WAG-1st Case) began with 
G1 variables optimization. The number of wells was the first G1 variable to be optimized; as 
the initial scheme derived from the water flooding scheme, it was tested to increase and 
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reduce the total number of wells in the strategy, thus 78 iterations were made at this stage. 
The second G1 variable to optimize was the well placement, the DECE method aided this 
process and 222 iterations were accomplished at this stage. The third G1 variable to optimize 
was the platform limit rates. In this step, it was intended increasing and reducing the injection 
and production capacities; the tested iterations are presented in Table 4.18, 48 iterations were 
explored for this stage. 
The last G1 variables to optimize was the well opening schedule; this stage explored the 
rearrangement of wells activation based on the calculation of PWEI for producers and 
delaying as much as possible the activation of the injectors. It is important to notice that to 
accomplish a continuous and total CO2 injection, a WAG injector was the first activated well, 
the WAG cycles began once all wells were activated. The initial well opening schedule is 
presented in Table 4.19. The total number of accomplished iterations for G1 variables 
optimization is presented in Table 4.20. 
Table 4.18 Platform limit rates iterations. CO2 WAG 1st case (Part1). 
Water 
Injection 
Rate 
m3/D 
Gas 
Production 
Rate 
m3/D 
Liquid 
Production 
Rate 
m3/D 
Oil 
Production 
Rate 
m3/D 
Water 
Production 
Rate 
m3/D 
Observations 
76314 11500000 19674.7 30406.3 16693.6 
Activate two 
platforms 
76314 7000000 30406.3 25040.5 38156.8 
69159.6 14500000 51869.6 30406.3 9539.2 
69159.6 4000000 46503.8 46503.8 9539.2 
62005.1 14500000 51869.6 41137.9 20270.8 
62005.1 8500000 46503.8 41137.9 34579.6 
54850.7 16000000 14308.9 35772.1 34579.6 
54850.7 4000000 46503.8 25040.5 23848 
48459.4 5040000 22179.3 20891.4 12019.8 
47696.3 14500000 57235.4 51869.6 27425.2 
47696.3 13000000 25040.5 14308.9 23848 
47314.7 6560000 23467.1 23392.9 13164.5 
46170 6960000 28618.6 24325.8 15071.9 
43117.4 6640000 29547.8 28903.9 15835.1 
42831.2 7000000 27830.7 25899.0 15262.7 
41972.7 8440000 29762.4 29333.1 20413.9 
40541.8 10000000 35772.1 57235.4 38156.8 
40541.8 7000000 25040.5 19674.7 13116.4 
40541.8 6400000 26328.3 26972.2 16121.2 
39683.3 7000000 36201.4 24611.2 17409.0 
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Table 4.18 Platform limit rates iterations. CO2 WAG 1st case (Part2). 
Water 
Injection 
Rate 
m3/D 
Gas 
Production 
Rate 
m3/D 
Liquid 
Production 
Rate 
m3/D 
Oil 
Production 
Rate 
m3/D 
Water 
Production 
Rate 
m3/D 
Observations 
39110.9 5260000 34699.0 31908.7 16693.6  
38538.6 8020000 38347.7 28045.3 14118.0  38252.4 8860000 31694.1 31694.1 19698.4 
38157 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 19078.4 Platform physical limitations 
38157 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 19078.4 
Reduction of 
dimensions 
38157 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 17171.0 
38157 8000000 28617.7 27256.0 19078.4 
38157 8000000 28617.7 27256.0 17171.0 
38157 7200000 28617.7 28617.7 19078.4 
38157 7200000 28617.7 28617.7 17171.0 
37966.2 7240000 28689.2 28474.6 11828.6 
37107.7 8320000 28045.3 25684.4 23848.0 
36249.2 6940000 29977 28045.3 12114.8 
35857 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 19078.4 
35676.8 6820000 29333.1 33840.4 18839.9 
35557 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 19078.4 
35390.6 6460000 26542.9 25899.0 15548.9 
35104.4 7960000 29977.0 36201.4 16836.7 
33387.4 11500000 30406.3 51869.6 16693.6 
33387.4 5500000 35772.1 51869.6 20270.8 
33101.2 7600000 33411.2 31264.8 23132.6 
31956.5 7840000 26972.2 27616.1 17838.3 
 
26232.9 10000000 41137.9 19674.7 31002.4 
26232.9 5500000 19674.7 57235.4 31002.4 
19078.5 16000000 41137.9 46503.8 27425.2 
19078.5 13000000 14308.9 35772.1 13116.4 
19078.5 8500000 57235.4 14308.9 31002.4 
19078.5 4000000 14308.9 14308.9 9539.2 
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Table 4.19 Initial well opening schedule - CO2 WAG 1st case. 
Well Opening Schedule 
INJ-8G 05/31/2012 
V5 07/01/2012 
V8 08/01/2012 
V9 09/01/2012 
V4 10/01/2012 
V10 11/01/2012 
PIONEIRO 12/01/2012 
V11 01/01/2013 
INJ-10 02/01/2013 
INJ-3 03/01/2013 
INJ-5 04/01/2013 
V7 05/01/2013 
INJ-1 06/01/2013 
INJ-4 07/01/2013 
INJ-6 08/01/2013 
V2 09/01/2013 
INJ-7 10/01/2013 
INJ-2 11/01/2013 
V3 12/01/2013 
V12 01/01/2014 
 
Table 4.20 Number of iterations in G1 variables optimization - CO2-WAG. 
Step Optimization Stage 
Number 
of 
Iterations 
G1.1 Number of wells 78 
G1.2 Well placement 222 
G1.3 Platform limits 48 
G1.4 Well opening schedule 8 
Following the process presented in Figure 3.3, the optimization of G2 variables was 
made. The first G2 variable to optimize corresponded to the WAG variables, thus the scheme 
presented in Figure 3.5 was employed. The employed ranges for the slug sizes of water and 
CO2 are presented in Table 4.21. Even when the ranges may seem too low, the values 
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selection also took into consideration the involved times for injection, it is important to notice 
that these ranges from 1 to 36 months. 
The second G2 variable to optimize was the wells shut-in time. The process received 
similar treatment to the water flooding scheme, the difference laid in the addition of Gas Oil 
Ratio (GOR) to control the producers shut-in times, so the observation variables for producer-
wells were the water cut and the GOR. The GOR and water cut (Wcut) boundary values were 
set agreed to the observed behavior for producers and respecting the given operative 
restrictions; the employed upper and lower boundaries are presented in Table 4.21.  
The third G2 variable to optimize corresponded to the rate allocation, this step was also 
similar to water flooding; the difference was in the addition of the BHP for individual control 
of gas injection. The employed boundaries values for the G2 variables optimization are 
presented in Table 4.21, the upper boundary respected the established operational restrictions 
(see Table 4.5, development-scheme definition constraints) and the lower boundary was set 
according to the observed behavior of the variables and the production scheme. A summary of 
the number of explored iterations in G2 variables optimization is presented in Table 4.22. 
Table 4.21 WAG variables boundaries, 1st case. 
WAG Variable Lower Boundary 
Upper 
Boundary 
CO2 slug size (%HCPV) 0.008 0.27 
H2O slug size (%HCPV) 0.03 0.39 
Slug time (months) 1 36 
GOR (m3/m3) 200 400 
Wcut (m3/m3) 40% 95% 
BHP for injection (Kg/cm2) 300 480 
 
Table 4.22 Number of iterations in G2 variables optimization, CO2-WAG. 
Step Optimization Stage 
Number 
of 
Iterations 
G2.1 Slug Size 41 
G2.2 Shut-in Producers 83 
G2.2 Shut-in Injectors 162 
G2.3 Rate Allocation 259 
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4.4. CO2-WAG Flooding Optimization - 2nd Case 
The second WAG study case was called “CO2 WAG – 2nd Case”. This WAG case 
involved the employment of external sources of CO2 to assess the opportunity to inject the 
CO2 production from nearby fields. In this WAG case, the economic scenario contemplated 
additional investment for WAG injectors and the injection costs. Similarly, than the 1st WAG 
case, the initial WAG strategy was created by taking the G1 and G2 variables from water 
flooding scheme plus an initial estimative of WAG variables. In this case, as the CO2 source 
was not limited, the initial estimated volumes were 1.1% HCPV for water and 0.5% HCPV 
for CO2, giving a WAG ratio of 2.2. These volumes were chosen by intending to keep the 
same WAG ratio than the 1st WAG case. These chosen volumes for the 2nd WAG case 
depicted an injection time of four months for water slug and one month for the CO2 slug. The 
initial estimation for gas injection rate corresponded to 28E6 m3/D. 
The field strategy management to keep a continuous and total CO2 injection was 
achieved by alternating a WAG injector, thus one WAG injector (wildcard) switched its 
cycles with the remaining WAG injectors (Figure 4.3). Thus, when the wildcard WAG well 
was injecting gas the remaining WAG wells were injecting water, correspondingly, at the time 
that the wildcard WAG well was injecting water, the other WAG wells were injecting gas. 
Once the initial WAG scheme was defined, the optimization was carried out. The 
process was very like the previous WAG case, so as the initial estimative started from the 
water flooding scheme, it was essential to optimize the number of wells. However, it was 
necessary a preliminary WAG variables optimization in order to ensure an accurate 
optimization for the number of wells. Due to WAG variables are linked to the final recovery 
and therefore to the definition of the number of wells. The preliminary WAG variables 
optimization followed the scheme presented in Figure 3.6 and the employed boundaries are 
presented in Table 4.23. In this table, the slug sizes were congruent with the values found in 
the bibliography and the gas injection-rate boundaries were set according to the response of 
the scheme, the BHP boundaries, and the operational physical constraints (see Table 4.5 , 
development-scheme definition constraints). It is important to stand out that the calculation of 
slug time was made for each combination of slug sizes and gas injection-rate by employing 
Equation 3.1 then the values representing a slug time lower than the established operational 
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restriction were excluded for the analysis of the optimum. In this work, the restriction time 
was set in 30 days, due to this value was the lowest employed value found in the literature. 
Table 4.23 WAG variables boundaries - 2nd case. 
Variable Lower Boundary 
Upper 
Boundary 
Gas injection rate (m3/day) 1E6 50E6 
CO2 slug size (%HCPV) 0.5 3.4 
H2O slug size (%HCPV) 0.2 4.7 
BHP for injection (Kg/cm2) 300 480 
STW for injection (m3/day) 3500 5000 
STL for production (m3/day) 1500 3000 
GOR (m3/m3) 275 5000 
Wcut (m3/m3) 40% 95% 
Once optimized the WAG variables, the scheme presented in Figure 3.3 was followed 
and it was optimized the set of G1 variables. The first G1 variable to optimize was the number 
of wells; in this stage, it was considered to increase and reduce the total number of wells in the 
strategy, thus 22 iterations were accomplished in total. The second G1 variable to optimize 
corresponded to the well placement and similarly than water flooding scheme and the CO2-
WAG 1st case, it was necessary to estimate a preliminary well opening schedule, which is 
presented in Table 4.24. 
Table 4.24 Preliminary well opening schedule, CO2 WAG 2nd case. 
Well Opening Schedule 
INJ-8G 05/31/2012 
V5 07/01/2012 
V3 08/01/2012 
V9 09/01/2012 
V10 10/01/2012 
PIONEER 11/01/2012 
V4 12/01/2012 
V11 01/01/2013 
INJ-10 02/01/2013 
INJ-3 03/01/2013 
INJ-5 04/01/2013 
V8 05/01/2013 
INJ-1 06/01/2013 
INJ-4 07/01/2013 
INJ-6 08/01/2013 
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Table 4.24 Preliminary well opening schedule, CO2 WAG 2nd case (Part2). 
Well Opening Schedule 
V12 09/01/2013 
INJ-7 10/01/2013 
V2 11/01/2013 
INJ-2 12/01/2013 
V7 01/01/2014 
The third G1 variable to optimize corresponded to platform limits, which followed the 
same criteria than the other schemes, the tested values are presented in Table 4.25. The last 
G1 variable to optimize corresponded to the well opening schedule. In this step, it is important 
to stand out that as a field management strategy the CO2 should be injected completely and 
continuously. Therefore, a WAG injector was the first activated well, to allow CO2 injection 
from the initial production time of the field. Then, the producers opening schedule intended to 
open hierarchically the producers according to their PWEI. In the case of injectors, these were 
sequentially activated correlating with the producers opening. Initially, the injectors were 
activated injecting water, once all the injectors were opened, the WAG cycles began. 
In the definition of WAG scheme was required a continuous injection of CO2, this meant 
that all time the CO2 must be reinjected with no option of storage or venting. This continuous 
injection was achieved by alternating WAG injectors, so at the time that one WAG injector 
(wildcard) was injecting gas, others were injecting water. In this way, the CO2 was injected 
continuously as schematically presented in Figure 4.3. For this second WAG case, the same 
WAG injectors switched their cycles during the entire simulation time. The total number of 
accomplished iterations for G1 variables optimization is presented in Table 4.26 
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Table 4.25 Platform limit rates iterations, CO2 WAG 2nd case. 
Water 
Injection 
Rate 
m3/D 
Gas 
Production 
Rate 
m3/D 
Liquid 
Production 
Rate 
m3/D 
Oil 
Production 
Rate 
m3/D 
Water 
Production 
Rate 
m3/D 
Observations 
38157 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 19078.4 Platform physical limitations 
38157 8000000 27650.0 27650.0 19078.4  
38157 7840000 28617.7 28617.7 18700.0  
37000 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 19078.4 Reduction of dimensions 
37000 8000000 27650.0 27650.0 19078.4  
36500 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 19078.4  
36000 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 19078.4  
36000 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 18700.0  
36000 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 17700.0  
36000 8000000 28617.7 28617.7 17000.0  
36000 8000000 28350.0 28350.0 17700.0  
36000 8000000 28000.0 28000.0 17000.0  
36000 8000000 27650.0 27650.0 19078.4  
36000 8000000 27650.0 27650.0 17000.0  
36000 8000000 27000.0 27000.0 19078.4  
36000 8000000 27000.0 27000.0 19078.0  
36000 7800000 28617.7 28617.7 17700.0  
36000 7800000 28000.0 28000.0 17000.0  
36000 7500000 28617.7 28617.7 17700.0  
36000 7500000 28350.0 28350.0 17700.0  
36000 7200000 28617.7 28617.7 17700.0  
 
Optimization of G2 variables begun with optimization of WAG variables, this 
optimization step was passed again to ensure that the previously selected values were 
coherently set after G1 variables optimization; the same criteria and ranges exposed in the 
above paragraph and in Table 4.23 were employed. The second G2 variable to optimize 
corresponded to shut-in times; for producer-wells were employed the GOR and water cut as 
the observation variables to define the closure time; meanwhile, for injector-wells, these were 
intended to be closed one at a year in the 10 latest years of production life. The upper and 
lower boundaries employed to shut-in times optimization stage are presented in Table 4.23. 
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The last G2 variable to optimize was the rate allocation. The upper boundary of 
injection and production rates were intended to be controlled by well. In the case of injectors, 
it was used the BHP for the gas cycle period and the water injection rate (STW) for water 
injection period; in the case of producers it was used the liquid production rate (STL). These 
three variables were co-optimized agreed to their direct influence on each other. The upper 
and lower boundaries employed in this optimization stage are presented in Table 4.23; the 
boundaries were selected according to the behavior of the wells, thus producers with a high 
production were tested with lower values for the upper boundary and similarly for injectors, 
the better injectors were tested to reduce their upper boundary of injection rate. The total 
numbers of iteration in the optimization process of G2 variables is presented in Table 4.27. 
Table 4.26 Number of iterations in G1 variables optimization, CO2-WAG 2nd case. 
Step Optimization Stage 
Number 
of 
Iterations 
G2.1 Slug size 47 
G1.1 Number of wells 22 
G1.2 Well placement 24 
G1.3 Platform limits 25 
G1.4 Well opening schedule 25 
 
Table 4.27 Number of iterations in G2 variables optimization, CO2-WAG 2nd case. 
Step Optimization Stage 
Number 
of 
Iterations 
G2.1 Slug Size 17 
G2.2 Shut-in producers 34 
G2.2 Shut-in injectors 18 
G2.3 Rate Allocation 27 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
This chapter presents the results, initially of water flooding strategy definition, then of 
the adapted water flooding scheme, lastly each WAG flooding study and its corresponding 
crossed-simulation. 
5.1. Water Flooding Optimization Scheme (S1) 
The attained strategy for water flooding scheme corresponded to peripheral injection 
pattern and it counted with 20 wells in total, 11 vertical producers (140m-175m) and 9 
horizontal injectors (400m-800m). The subsequent G1 variables are presented in Figure 5.1 
(optimized well placement), Table 5.1 (optimized platform limits) and Table 5.2 (optimized 
well opening schedule). For G2 variables, the shut-in wells time schedule is presented in 
Table 5.3. For rate allocation, all the producers kept their upper boundary for production rate 
at 3000 m3/day; the upper boundary for water injection rate per injectors was reduced just for 
injectors 7 and 8 from 5000 m3/D to 3600 m3/D each, Figure 5.2. 
The optimization process was done twice, thus Figure 5.3 presents the total number of 
iterations where each optimization cycle is highlighted with a different color. Each 
optimization stage is represented with the same color of dots. Figure 5.4 presents the 
evolution of the NPV and the recovery factor in the optimization process. The results 
corresponded to a RF of 50.67 % and the NPV to 4.29 E9 USD. 
The achieved recovery factor is coherent for a fractured reservoir of intermediate 
wettability. The employed well configuration gave a satisfactory response, the considerable 
reservoir thickness (~100m) was advantageous to employ vertical wells; then the relation 
Kv/Kh (~5%) is within the range to expect a non-detrimental response for horizontal injection 
but a better voidage volume reposition with less number of wells. It is important to highlight 
that even when the well configuration gave a satisfactory response for this case, the response 
cannot be taken as generic for all cases, and an appropriate well configuration selection must 
be considered for the particular characteristics of each study case. The architecture (vertical or 
horizontal) and the length of wells were not optimized in this work and it was employed a 
uniform configuration for producers and injectors to ease the process of strategy comparison, 
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further works could study a mixed well architecture in the strategy configuration and also 
optimize the length of wells.  
The static quality map was used for preliminary well placement estimation. This map 
also gave the input information to parameterize the involved variables in the well placement 
optimization stage. Even when the results were satisfactory, dynamic quality maps are more 
suitable, thus its use is suggested for the optimization of this stage. 
The optimization for the water flooding scheme was looped twice; however, the 
response of the first cycle could be kept when the process is made carefully and the response 
is satisfactory. It is also worthy to point out that the black-oil model was fast enough to pass 
twice the optimization loop, thus higher numbers of simulations of shorter simulation-time 
were accomplished in the process, this event allowed a better knowledge of the reservoir 
system. 
It is observed in the Figure 5.1that after the optimization process the producer wells 
tend to remain in the central region of the structure, meanwhile injectors remained in the 
borders and the lower layers of the structure. 
 
Figure 5.1 Optimized well placement. Oil per unit area total -Layer 21 at Jan 2039. 
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It can be observed in Table 5.1, that the optimum reached values for the superficial 
equipment assumed the same values than the physical technical restrictions (Table 4.5). Even 
when some iterations studied the expansion of the platform dimensions and others studied the 
activation of more than one platform, the additional investments did not offset with the 
revenues. 
Table 5.1 Platform limit rates - optimized values. 
Item Restriction Value Units 
Platform 
Maximum surface liquid production 28617.7 m3/day 
Maximum surface oil production 28617.7 m3/day 
Maximum surface gas production 8000000 m3/day 
Maximum surface water production 19078.4 m3/day 
Maximum surface water injection 38157 m3/day 
It can be notice in Table 5.2, that the first injector-well is activated 7 months later of the 
first producer began production. The optimization of this stage created iterations to delay as 
much as possible the activation of injectors. By giving priority to the activation of producer 
wells, it was possible to accelerate the income by the forward production from a producer 
well. 
Table 5.2 Optimized well opening schedule. 
Item Schedule Well Name Type 
1. 31/05/2012 V5 Producer 
2. 01/07/2012 V8 Producer 
3. 01/08/2012 V9 Producer 
4. 01/09/2012 V4 Producer 
5. 01/10/2012 V10 Producer 
6. 01/11/2012 PIONEIRO Producer 
7. 01/12/2012 V11 Producer 
8. 01/01/2013 INJ-10 Injector 
9. 01/02/2013 INJ-3 Injector 
10. 01/03/2013 INJ-5 Injector 
11. 01/04/2013 V7 Producer 
12. 01/05/2013 INJ-1 Injector 
13. 01/06/2013 INJ-4 Injector 
14. 01/07/2013 INJ-6 Injector 
15. 01/08/2013 V2 Producer 
16. 01/09/2013 INJ-7 Injector 
17. 01/10/2013 INJ-8 Injector 
18. 01/11/2013 V3 Producer 
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Table 5.2 Optimized well opening schedule (Part-2). 
Item Schedule Well Name Type 
19. 01/12/2013 INJ-2 Injector 
20. 01/01/2014 V12 Producer 
For the water flooding scheme, seven wells were shut-in at the final years of simulation 
time. Four producer wells and three injector wells were closed on different dates each. 
Producers were monitored to be shut-in by the water cut variable. On the other hand, the 
injector wells closed maintained some relationship with the closed producing wells. Table 5.3 
exhibits a detail of the closed wells. 
Table 5.3 Well shut-in time - optimized values. 
Item Schedule Well Name Type 
1. 01/08/2022 V2 Producer 
2. 01/01/2026 INJ-1 Injector 
3. 01/12/2026 V7 Producer 
4. 01/01/2030 INJ-3 Injector 
5. 01/02/2031 V3 Producer 
6. 01/01/2037 INJ-2 Injector 
7. 01/01/2037 V12 Producer 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Water injection rate-optimized upper boundary per well. 
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Figure 5.3 Total number of iterations-Water flooding scheme (S1). 
 
 
Figure 5.4 NPV and RF evolution. 
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5.2. Water Flooding adapted to Comparison (S2) 
Once the water flooding scheme was achieved in the black-oil model (used here as a 
surrogate model of the compositional model), the scheme was transferred to the compositional 
model of the benchmark. The difference in response between both models was minimal. 
Figure 5.5 presents the response of the two models on the optimized scheme. The colorful 
lines represent the response of compositional model (GEM) meanwhile the gray ones 
represents the response of black-oil model (IMEX). The final results for the compositional 
model were a RF of 49.6% and a NPV of 4.24 E9 USD; the difference in terms of recovery 
factor between compositional and black-oil model was 1% favorable for the black-oil model. 
Appendix B presents a detailed comparison response between black-oil and compositional 
models. 
To ensure the congruent response of the models, the optimization process for water 
flooding scheme was also done by employing the compositional model (S2.1), both schemes 
gave a consistent response. The results of this step are presented in Appendix C. 
Some observation for this step was that the use of the black-oil model implied a 
reasonable simulation time to investigate the response of both the scheme and the reservoir 
system. It is important to point out that both the black-oil and the compositional model 
corresponded to a fractured model, therefore high simulation cost was involved. Further, these 
times are compared. 
It can be observed in Figure 5.5 that the average reservoir pressure is close to bubble 
pressure. Also, it is observed that the pressure profile is maintained above the MMP pressure, 
this represented favorable conditions for the WAG schemes as miscible processes. 
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Figure 5.5 Difference in response black and compositional model. 
5.3. CO2 WAG Flooding Optimization Scheme -1st Case (S4.1) 
The obtained scheme for the first case of CO2 WAG flooding is presented in this sector. 
The strategy corresponded to peripheral injection pattern with 20 wells in total, 11 vertical 
producers, 7 horizontal water injectors and 2 horizontal WAG wells (Inj-8 and Inj-2). The 
WAG injectors alternated their cycles to maintain a continuous and complete injection of 
CO2. The subsequent G1 variables are presented in Figure 5.6 (optimized well placement), 
Table 5.4 (optimized platform limits) and Table 5.2 (optimized well opening schedule). 
Regarding to G2 variables, Table 5.6 presents the optimized values for WAG variables. 
Figure 5.7 presents the graph to obtain the WAG variables values, Table 5.7 presents the 
closing schedule of the wells and for the rate allocation. A better response could not be 
founded, therefore all the wells maintained the initial maximum specifications, that is 3000 
m3/D for producers, 5000 m3/D for injectors and for WAG injectors maximal BHP of 480 
kg/cm2. Finally, Figure 5.8 presents the total number of iterations per optimization stage and 
Figure 5.9 presents the evolution of NPV and recovery factor in the optimization process. The 
accomplished results corresponded to a RF of 49.9 % and a NPV to 4.31E9 USD. 
A continuous and a complete injection of the CO2 were also achieved. Figure 5.10 
shows the cycles alternation between INJ-8 and INJ-2. However, it is important to realize that 
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the CO2 rate subordinated to oil production will decrease along production time; therefore, the 
initially established WAG ratio and the injection times of slugs (frequency) are going to be 
disturbed. Thereby, it is important to study tapered WAG schemes. It also worth to point out 
that in this work the same pair of WAG injectors were kept during the simulation time, futures 
studies could consider a variation using different WAG pairs at different years of production 
time. 
 
Figure 5.6 Optimized well placement. Oil per unit area total -Layer 21 at Jan 2039, CO2-
WAG 1st Case. 
In the stage of well placement optimization, it was observed that WAG injectors were 
located in favorable regions of permeability, therefore the WAG injectors were wells with 
better fluid admission capability. 
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Table 5.4 Optimized platform limit rates, CO2-WAG 1st Case. 
Item  Restriction Value Units 
Platform 
Maximum surface liquid production 28617.7 m3/day 
Maximum surface oil production 28617.7 m3/day 
Maximum surface gas production 7200000 m3/day 
Maximum surface water production 17171 m3/day 
Maximum surface water injection 38157 m3/day 
Different from for water flooding scheme, this first WAG scheme resulted in reduced 
platform dimensions for surface gas and water production. The other dimensions of the 
platform still maintained the maximum technical capacities of a platform. 
Table 5.5 Optimized well opening schedule, CO2-WAG 1st case. 
Item Schedule Well Name Type 
1. 31/05/2012 INJ-8 WAG Injector 
2. 01/07/2012 V5 Producer 
3. 01/08/2012 V3 Producer 
4. 01/09/2012 V9 Producer 
5. 01/10/2012 V10 Producer 
6. 01/11/2012 V11 Producer 
7. 01/12/2012 V4 Producer 
8. 01/01/2013 PIONEIRO Producer 
9. 01/02/2013 INJ-10 Injector 
10. 01/03/2013 INJ-3 Injector 
11. 01/04/2013 INJ-5 Injector 
12. 01/05/2013 V7 Producer 
13. 01/06/2013 INJ-1 Injector 
14. 01/07/2013 INJ-4 Injector 
15. 01/08/2013 INJ-6 Injector 
16. 01/09/2013 V2 Producer 
17. 01/10/2013 INJ-7 Injector 
18. 01/11/2013 INJ-2 WAG Injector 
19. 01/12/2013 V8 Producer 
20. 01/02/2014 V12 Producer 
Different from the water flooding scheme, the WAG scheme enabled as the first 
activated well, a WAG injector. This initial activation was a field management strategy to re-
inject the produced CO2 as fast as the oil production begins. Another difference for this first 
WAG scheme is that it took seven months before the first water injector was activated. The 
gas that was being injected from the beginning of the production generates a pressure 
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maintenance that delayed the activation of the first water injector. The injectors were initially 
activated in water injection mood, except for the first activated injector well. Once all 
injectors were activated, the WAG cycles started. 
Table 5.6 Optimized WAG variables, CO2-WAG 1st Case. 
Item CO2 Water 
WAG 
Ratio 
HCPV (%) 0.017 0.037 2.14 
Slug time (days) 70 35 - 
Total CO2 Volume 
HCPV (%) 1.3 - - 
As observed in Table 5.6, the slug sizes for this WAG case were lower than the reported 
values in the bibliography; however larger slugs involved larger injection time per slug. 
Larger injection times generated a non-favorable response in the objective function In this 
work, we are using the combination of two WAG operational controllers to improve the 
behavior of a WAG scheme; this combination allows to find the optimized values for WAG 
variables and also the corresponding values for the remaining three operational WAG 
controllers. 
 
Figure 5.7 WAG variables optimization, CO2-WAG 1st case.   
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Table 5.7 Well shut-in time - optimized values, CO2-WAG 1st case. 
Item Schedule Well Name Type 
1. 01/06/2023 V7 Producer 
2. 01/09/2025 V2 Injector 
3. 01/01/2026 INJ-1 Producer 
4. 01/01/2030 INJ-3 Injector 
5. 01/08/2030 V10 Producer 
6. 01/01/2031 V12 Injector 
Different from water flooding scheme, this first WAG case closed six wells 
instead of seven. Producers closed in both production schemes were V7, V2 and V12. The 
producer well V10 was closed in the WAG scheme meanwhile producer V3 was closed in the 
water flooding scheme. In the case of injectors, INJ-1 and INJ-3 were closed in both 
strategies; however, the INJ-2 was closed just in the water flooding strategy. WAG schemes 
inject lower cumulative volumes of injected water, as WAG alternates injection with gas, 
therefore the reduction of one closed injector for the WAG scheme. 
 
Figure 5.8 Total Number of Iterations, CO2-WAG 1st Case. 
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Figure 5.9 NPV and RF Evolution. CO2 WAG 1st Case Scheme. 
It can be observed in Figure 5.10, the positive impact that has the stage of WAG 
variables optimization (G2.2) in the definition of the strategy. It is not observed a significant 
difference in terms of recovery factor between water flooding and WAG. Another observation 
corresponds to the fact as we began with the optimized decision variables of a water flooding 
scheme, it seems that the WAG scheme is close to converging to the optimum values since the 
NPV evolution profile not present an abrupt enhance from the initial WAG scheme. 
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Figure 5.10 INJ-8 and INJ-2 rates profiles. CO2-WAG-1st case. 
Adaptive behavior assessment and valuation of the optimization process for each WAG 
scheme were developed through a cross-simulation stage (Lamas, 2014). The results of this 
step (S5.1) are presented in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12. In these figures the first letter 
references the optimized strategy and the second to the optimized fluid, thus it was employed 
the letter “W” to represent the water flooding and water. Similarly, it was selected the letter 
“G” to represent the CO2-WAG flooding and CO2. According to the achieved results, it was 
observed that taking advantage of the produced CO2 in the implementation of a WAG scheme 
could represent a gain around of 63 E6 USD. This gain considered the additional investment 
required to WAG injectors. On the other hand, the recovery factor showed that WAG scheme 
could be implemented with no effect on the recovery factor. 
In the case that the WAG scenario (GG) once adapted for water injection (GW) would 
have reached a higher NPV compared to the GG scenario, it would mean that the optimization 
process needs revision. When changes in the G2 variables drastically affect the response of 
the objective function, the optimization needs revision. Correspondingly, for water flooding 
scheme (WW), if the adapted WAG scheme (WG) would result in a lower NPV response 
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compared to the original optimized scenario (WW), it would imply a revision of the 
optimization process. 
It is worthy to notice that in the obtained WAG scheme, the optimum values founded 
for the slug sizes (Table 5.6) are lower than the typically used values (Item 3.2.1). However, 
the involved times to inject typical volumes (slug sizes) at the available injection rates would 
be superior to one year; and the slug time (frequency) has an inverse impact on the NPV. 
Longer injection time per slug tend to reduce the profit. The optimized WAG ratio for this 
scheme is within the usually reported ranges. Nevertheless, keeping the same WAG ratio but 
altering the slug time to higher values (larger injection times due to larger slug volumes) 
affects the optimized response and, in some cases, even results in a poorer response than the 
water flooding scheme. 
 
Figure 5.11 Cross-simulation. NPV comparison for CO2 WAG 1st case. 
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Figure 5.12 Cross-simulation. RF comparison for CO2 WAG 1st case. 
5.4. CO2-WAG Flooding Optimization Scheme -2nd Case (S4.2) 
The achieved scheme for the second CO2-WAG strategy corresponded to peripheral 
injection pattern with 20 wells in total, 11 vertical producers, and 9 horizontal WAG injectors. 
One WAG injector alternated its cycles with the other eight WAG wells to ensure total and 
continuous injection of CO2. Following, G1 variables are presented in Figure 5.13 (optimized 
well placement), Table 5.8 (achieved platform limits) and Table 5.9 (the defined well opening 
schedule). For G2 variables, Table 5.10 presents the optimum operational WAG variables 
values, Figure 5.14 presents the graph to obtain the WAG variables values and Table 5.11 
presents the closing schedule of the wells; the rate allocation just affected to producer-well 
V8, which reduced its maximum production rate from 3000 m3/D to 2850 m3/D. Finally, 
Figure 5.15 presents the total number of iterations. The evolution of the NPV and the recovery 
factor are presented in Figure 5.16. The attained results for the optimized WAG scheme 
corresponded to a RF of 51.89% and a NPV to 4.43 E9 USD. 
It is important to notice, that for this WAG case one WAG injector switched its cycles 
with the remaining eight WAG injectors, this was made as a field strategy management to 
keep a continuous and a total injection of the CO2. However, the WAG injector that alternate 
its cycles with the remaining WAG wells was kept the same during the entire field production 
time; therefore, future jobs could study to alter the combination of WAG wells, and change 
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during the production time the WAG injector that switch its cycles with the remaining 
injectors. The favorable times to change this wildcard WAG well and the well or wells to 
substitute it also could be optimized. 
 
Figure 5.13 Optimized well placement. Oil per unit area total - Layer 21 at Jan 2039. 
 
Table 5.8 Optimized platform limit rates CO2-WAG 2nd case. 
Item Restriction Value Units 
Platform 
Maximum surface liquid production 28617.7 m3/day 
Maximum surface oil production 28617.7 m3/day 
Maximum surface gas production 8000000 m3/day 
Maximum surface water production 17000 m3/day 
Maximum surface water injection 36000 m3/day 
For this WAG case, the capacities of the platform slightly differ from the 1st WAG case. 
Water production, gas production and water injection dimensions are slightly larger for the 2nd 
WAG case when compared to the 1st WAG case. On the other hand, dimensions for the oil 
production are still the same for the three schemes and are fixed at the maximum physical 
restriction of the platform. The direct relation of economic income and oil production make 
reasonable that the three schemes keep the maximum possible dimension for this fluid. 
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Table 5.9 Optimized well opening schedule, CO2 WAG 2nd case. 
Item Schedule Well Name Type 
1. 31/05/2012 INJ-8G WAG Injector 
2. 01/07/2012 V5 Producer 
3. 01/08/2012 V3 Producer 
4. 01/09/2012 V9 Producer 
5. 01/10/2012 V10 Producer 
6. 01/11/2012 V11 Producer 
7. 01/12/2012 V4 Producer 
8. 01/01/2013 PIONEIRO Producer 
9. 01/02/2013 INJ-10 Injector 
10. 01/03/2013 INJ-3 Injector 
11. 01/04/2013 INJ-5 Injector 
12. 01/05/2013 V7 Producer 
13. 01/06/2013 INJ-1 Injector 
14. 01/07/2013 INJ-4 Injector 
15. 01/08/2013 INJ-6 Injector 
16. 01/09/2013 INJ-7 Injector 
17. 01/10/2013 V2 Producer 
18. 01/11/2013 V8 Producer 
19. 01/12/2013 INJ-2 Injector 
20. 01/01/2014 V12 Producer 
It is important to notice in Table 5.9, that the process of well opening schedule 
prioritized the activation of one WAG injector as the first activated well in the strategy. This 
was made as a field strategy management to inject the CO2 from the beginning of the 
production time. In this way, the WAG cycles began once all the injectors were activated. 
Both WAG cases delayed the activation of the first water injector by seven month. The 
comparison of the well-opening schedule between both WAG cases does not present drastic 
variations. 
Table 5.10 Optimized WAG variables, CO2 WAG 2nd case. 
Item CO2 Water 
WAG 
Ratio 
HCPV (%) 0.9 1.5 1.65 
Slug time (days) 160 40 - 
CO2 injection rate 
(m3/day) 48 E6 - - 
Total CO2 Volume 
HCPV (%) 33 - - 
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Figure 5.14 WAG variables optimization, CO2-WAG 2nd case. 
It can be observed in Figure 5.15 that the gas injection rate has an impact in the 
selection of optimum values; however, there is a range in which increasing the rates no longer 
generates a significant variation, and this range allows to find the optimal values for the WAG 
variables. 
Table 5.11 Optimized well shut-in time for the CO2 WAG 2nd case. 
Item Schedule Well Name Type 
1. 01/08/2018 V2 Producer 
2. 01/08/2029 V7 Producer 
3. 01/01/2034 INJ-6 Injector 
4. 01/02/2035 INJ-5 Injector 
Different from the 1st WAG scheme, this 2nd WAG case closed four wells instead 
of six. Producers closed in both WAG schemes were V7 and V2. The producer wells V10 and 
V12 were not closed in the 2nd WAG scheme. For injectors, INJ-1 and INJ-3 were closed in 
the 1st. WAG case; however, for the 2nd WAG case were closed the injectors INJ-6 and INJ-5. 
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Figure 5.15 Total number of iterations, CO2-WAG 2nd case. 
It can be observed in Figure 5.15, that a non-adequate combination for WAG variables 
could yield in some cases a poor NPV response, sometimes lower than the water flooding 
scheme. 
 
Figure 5.16 NPV and RF evolution, CO2 WAG 2nd case scheme. 
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Similar than the previous WAG scheme, it can be appreciated in Figure 5.16, that 
the positive impact that have the WAG variables optimization stage (G2.2) in the entire 
process of optimization. 
A cross-simulation stage (Lamas, 2014) was carried out to adaptive behavior assessment 
and valuation of optimization process (S5.2). The results are presented in Figure 5.17 and 
Figure 5.18. In these figures, the first letter references the optimized strategy and the second 
the optimized fluid. Thus, the letter “W” was employed to represent the water flooding and 
water. Correspondingly, the letter “G” was selected to represent the CO2-WAG flooding and 
CO2. According to the achieved results, it was observed that the implementation of a WAG 
scheme considering larger volumes of CO2 represented a gain around of 183 E6 USD. The 
gain for this second WAG case accounted the additional investment required for the WAG 
injectors. The recovery factor gain for WAG scheme was around 2.31% compared to the 
optimized water flooding scheme. 
Optimization process valuation confirmed a satisfactory response for the studied 
scheme. In the case that the WAG scenario (GG) once adapted for water injection (GW) 
would gave a higher NPV compared to the GG scenario, it would mean that the optimization 
process for GG needed a revision. For water flooding scheme (WW), if the adapted WAG 
scheme (WG) would result in a lower NPV response compared to the original optimized 
scenario (WW), it would involve a review of the optimization process for the WW scenario. 
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Figure 5.17 Cross-Simulation. NPV comparison for CO2-WAG2nd case. 
 
Figure 5.18 Cross-Simulation. RF comparison for CO2-WAG 2nd case. 
It is interesting to notice that in the adapted scheme from water flooding to WAG (WG) 
there is a gain in terms of the RF but a loss in the NPV. This is due to the water flooding 
scheme contemplating a larger platform-capacity for the produced water, allowing a larger oil 
production. However, the additional production did not compensate the expenses for produced 
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water generating a loss for the NPV. The same response is observed in Figure 5.16 wherein it 
is observed a declination in the RF curve at the platform limits optimization step. 
Another interesting observation is for the GOR, which was used as an observation 
variable to monitor the shut-in time for producer wells (G2.1). In this WAG case as larger 
volumes of CO2 were handled, larger volumes of GOR were attained, but any well achieved 
its economic limit by larger produced gas volumes. This fact probably subject to the fact that 
in our economic scenario there was no revenue from hydrocarbon gas production and no 
associated cost for recycling its own gas, this because this cost was already included. On the 
other hand, the injection cost for external source was taken into account and this cost covered 
the delivery to the injection point at the injection pressure. The GOR behavior for well is 
presented in Appendix D.  
The use of black-oil model at the beginning of the process allowed the processing of 
higher number of iterations with shorter simulation-time. This was beneficial for acquiring 
better knowledge of the reservoir system. Later, taking the water flooding decision variables 
as an initial guess for WAG optimization allowed a faster convergence for the WAG 
optimization process. 
5.5. Schemes Comparison 
Figure 5.19 displays that both WAG schemes exhibited a significant improvement in the 
WAG variables optimization step within the optimization process; this yields the importance 
of an adequate optimization of these variables. 
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Figure 5.19 NPV and RF evolution: both WAG cases. 
The three schemes (S1, S4.1 and S4.2); kept the same number of total wells, 11 
producers and 9 injectors. The optimized well placement for the three schemes is presented in 
Figure 5.20. It was observed that the peripheral injection pattern was kept after the 
optimization process in all the cases and little changes were observed between water flooding 
scheme and WAG schemes. Comparing the well placement between the water flooding 
scheme and the first WAG scheme, the WAG injectors (INJ-8 and INJ-2) were closer to its 
neighbor injector wells and the producers V3 and V8 were slightly closer to each other. 
Comparing the well placement between the water flooding scheme and the second WAG 
scheme, the producers V4 and V12 were slightly closer. It is remarkable to point it out, that in 
both WAG schemes, producers experienced a delayed water production and two common 
producers, V2 and V7, were closed in the three strategies at different times and at different 
water cuts. In the case of injectors, the water flooding scheme required the closure of three 
injectors, while WAG schemes just demanded the shutdown of two. 
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Figure 5.20 Final well placement, three schemes comparison. Layer 21. 
Figure 5.21 presents the RF and average pressure for the three optimized schemes. The 
average reservoir pressure was kept above the MMP for WAG cases. In terms of RF, there is 
no appreciable difference between water flooding and the first WAG case. The second WAG 
case presented a 2.31% higher RF than water flooding. 
Regarding the NPV, it was observed that the investment-profit ratio was in the order of 
4.4% and 6.9% for each WAG case (Table 5.12). This value was calculated by taking the 
additional investment that implementation of each WAG scheme demanded compared to 
water flooding scheme; the profit for each case was the difference in terms of NPV of WAG 
strategies again compared to water flooding scheme. Table 5.12 presents the investment-profit 
ratio for WAG schemes (S4.1 and S4.2). It was noticed, that value added for WAG is 
essentially due to the oil production acceleration at the initial times; thereafter a similar water 
flooding declination was observed (Figure 5.22). Therefore, tapered WAG schemes studies 
are necessary to evaluate and enhance this behavior. Additional production curves are 
presented in Appendix-D. 
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Figure 5.21 RF and average pressure, three schemes comparison. 
 
Table 5.12 Investment - profit ratio for both WAG cases (S4.1, S4.2). 
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Figure 5.22 Production decline: three schemes comparison. 
Taking the decision variables from water flooding scheme (S1) provided computational-
efficiency gain for WAG optimization process (S4.1 and S4.2); the larger number of iterations 
in S1 stage allowed a better understanding of the reservoir system. Then, for WAG 
optimization of the water flooding decision variables assisted for a faster convergence in the 
WAG schemes, thus it was necessary fewer iterations. Figure 5.23 presents the evolution of 
NPV and the iterations for each production scheme and the final NPV for each optimized 
strategy. 
 The difference of computational time among the development schemes is presented in 
Figure 5.24. The computed node characteristics corresponded to 64x AMD Opteron, 2.6GHz 
and RAM 256GB. In the comparison, it was observed firstly the difference for water flooding 
scheme using the black-oil model and the compositional model. The black-oil model required 
8 processors units (CPU) to run, while the compositional model demanded 12 CPU. The 
compositional model with four additional CPU needed a 50% more time than to the black-oil 
model. The lumped composition had four components. In the case to work of seven 
components, this difference in time certainly increases. It is also important to point out that 
the optimized schemes for water flooding using a black-oil and a compositional model 
generated a consistent response (Appendix C).  
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Additionally, it was observed a significant computational time difference among water 
flooding schemes and WAG schemes; this difference is due to the gas injection. The second 
WAG scheme is highly time-demanding. This is reasonable, considering a fractured system, a 
compositional model and a scheme with greater injection rate and larger final gas volumes 
injected. The second WAG scheme consisted of nine WAG wells and 33% HCPV of total 
CO2 volume, while de first WAG case just accounted for two WAG wells and a final gas 
volume of 1.3% HCPV. 
 
Figure 5.23 Iterations number and final NPV - three schemes comparison. 
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Figure 5.24 Average time per run - three schemes comparison.
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6.  CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions derived from this work: 
• A deterministic optimization procedure for CO2-WAG development scheme was 
developed, which contemplates the decision variables involved in the exploitation 
strategy definition and the comprehension of WAG performance. 
• The methodology is feasible to apply even considering the complexity of both, the 
reservoir system and the development strategy technique. 
• The assistance of a black-oil model as a surrogate of the compositional model at the 
beginning of the optimization process provided computational time gain. 
• The employed well configuration, horizontal injectors and vertical producers, generated 
satisfactory results. However, a uniform configuration was employed in all the schemes 
in order to equate them. The architecture (vertical or horizontal) and the length were not 
optimized in this work. Further research could optimize the length and the architecture 
of each well type. 
• Five common WAG controllers were identified for the optimization process. Two were 
optimized (slug size and injection rate), two others were employed as observation 
variables (WAG ratio and slug time), and the remaining parameter was a result of the 
two optimized ones (total CO2 volume). 
• In both WAG schemes, the CO2 content was harnessed through reinjection, implying a 
management strategy and an enhanced recovery mechanism. The results showed a 
respectively gain of 63 and 183 millions of dollars in terms of NPV, compared to the 
water flooding scheme. Both cases considered the additional investment for WAG 
implementation. 
• Operational WAG variables showed that smaller slug sizes and higher gas injection 
flow rates accelerate oil production. However, inadequate values for WAG operating 
variables resulted in a poor response for the scheme, even lower than the obtained for 
water flooding. 
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• The value added for WAG is essentially due to the oil production acceleration at the 
initial times. Thereafter, a similar water flooding decline was observed. Tapered WAG 
schemes need to be studied in order to enhance and study this behavior. 
• Comparison between water flooding and WAG schemes allowed observing a delayed 
water production for WAG schemes. WAG schemes also displayed a slight similarity 
among its producer wells. 
• The obtained recovery factors (RF) are coherent with the intermediate wettability of 
fractured carbonates reservoirs. 
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APPENDIX A – WELL ARCHITECTURE TEST 
The Field Economic Indicator (FEI) is a “false” NPV, which is employed when all wells are 
opened at the same time. In this test, the behavior of horizontal and vertical producers was 
compared. It is important to remark that this preliminary test optimized just the well 
placement by keeping a uniform well architecture and using the FEI as the objective function. 
As exposed by Gaspar et. Al (2014) the well placement was recognized as the variable with 
relatively higher impact in the optimization process, which is why the well placement 
optimization to assess the better response of the schemes was employed. The results showed a 
significant difference in terms of FEI favorable to a vertical architecture for producers. This 
fact seems reasonable since vertical producers implied in a lower investment compared to the 
investment for the horizontal producer, which had an additional investment according the 
length of the producer-wells. The architecture for injectors was not tested since vertical 
injectors were notoriously far to reach the desired voidage replacement with the same number 
of injectors. The fact of increasing the number of injectors directly had a negative impact on 
the investment and in the NPV. 
The positive response for the vertical architecture for producers is due to the reduction of 
investment; horizontal producers implied an additional investment according to the length of 
the well. On the other hand, taking advantage of the large thickness of the reservoir it was 
possible to achieve as good production as using horizontal producers. 
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Figure A.1 Iterations for horizontal producers and horizontal injectors. 
 
 
Figure A.2 Iterations for vertical producers and horizontal injectors. 
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APPENDIX B - COMPOSITIONAL MODEL RESPONSE 
To assess the behavior of the model and its number of components, it was employed the 
initial well of the benchmark, “PIONEER”. Then, by natural depletion, it was compared the 
behavior of compositional model with 4, 7 and 24 components referred to the black-oil 
simulator. The comparison between the black-oil model and the compositional model of four 
components displayed a RF difference of 0.6%, favorable to the black-oil model (Figure B.1). 
The response of 7 and 24 components was close to each other (Figure B.3) and both close to 
the black-oil response (Figure B.4). However, the model with four components was provided 
due to the related simulation-times. Figure B.4 shows how the model of 7 components 
requires 50% more time than the model of 4 components. 
 
Figure B.1 Black-oil model response compared to compositional model of 4 And 7 
components. 
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Figure B.2 Comparison between 7 and 24 components. 
 
Figure B.3 Comparison between 7 and 24 components. 
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Figure B.4 Time comparison - 4, 7 and 24 components. 
The second comparison was made with the water flooding strategy and 657 different 
production schemes. The response of GEM and IMEX was evaluated over the same 
production scheme. Then, a cross-plot of the obtained values of NPV with each simulator is 
shown in Figure B.5. In this graph can be evidenced the linearity in the NPV response 
between GEM and IMEX model. 
 
Figure B.5 GEM-IMEX response comparison.
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APPENDIX C – COMPOSITIONAL WATER FLOODING 
OPTIMIZATION (S2.1) 
The strategy definition for water flooding was also developed by employing the 
compositional model (4 components) of the benchmark. The reached results are presented in 
this sector. Figure C.1 presents the total number of iterations accomplished in the process. 
Each optimization stage is colored with a referential color. The evolution of the RF and the 
NPV are presented in the Figure C.2. Finally, a comparison between the obtained well 
placement in the optimization by using both models is presented in Figure C.3; where it can 
be observed that a consistent response was accomplished. The RF and the NPV were also 
similar. 
 
Figure C.1 Total number of iterations - compositional water flooding optimization 
(S2.1). 
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Figure C.2 NPV and RF evolution. Compositional water flooding optimization. 
 
 
Figure C.3 Congruent response - compositional and black-oil model comparison.  
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APPENDIX D – COMPARISON OF THE OPTIMIZED 
SCHEMES  
Production behaviors curves for the waterflooding (S2), WAG 1st case (S4.1) and WAG 
2nd case (S4.2) are presented in this section. Each graph corresponds to a production well and. 
To fair comparison, the three optimized schemes are exhibited in each graph. The presented 
curves are cumulative oil production, cumulative water, water cut and gas oil ratio (GOR). 
Also, it is presented the final oil saturation per optimized scheme. 
i. Cumulative Oil and Cumulative Water 
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Figure D.1 Three schemes comparison: cumulative oil and cumulative water per well. 
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ii. Water Cut 
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Figure D.2 Three schemes comparison: water cut. 
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iii. Gas Oil Ratio 
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Figure D.3 Three schemes comparison: GOR. 
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iv. Final Oil Saturation per each Optimized Scheme 
 
Figure D.4 Final oil saturation for water flooding scheme. Layer 11 at Jan 2039. 
 
Figure D.5 Final oil saturation for 1st WAG scheme. Layer 11 at Jan 2039. 
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Figure D.6 Final oil saturation for 2nd WAG scheme. Layer 11 at Jan 2039. 
 
 
